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MANY MEN ARE BEING SHOT

Expenditure of Human Life Goes on With
out Material Gain on Either Side

Sailor-Rifleme- n

FORCES

are Declared lo Have Taken a Large Number
Three Turkish Transports are SunlT by the

of Prisoners
Russians
is Renewed
Firjhtinij at Old Aisne Battle-FielStrenuous Warfare in Eastern Arena
H

Conflicting reports came today from the opposing sides on the1 main
European Battlefields. From the Geman military headquarters comes official announcement of important successes. The French war office said
that the battle; in Belgium was becoming less violent and that the German
advance had made no further progress.

statement refers to heavy fighting on the Belgian
sea coast near Neiuport, where, it is said, German marines have inflicted
heavy losses on the enemy. At Ypres, to the south near the French border, claim is made to another German victory with the capture of 1,000
prisoners. Severe French attacks at other points along the battleline are
reported.
Nothing of this character is hinted at In the statement of the French
war office, in which it is said that the German attacks near Ypres and
elsewhere have been repulsed, and that the allies have advanced in a few
.
localities.
What the war is costing In human life, as well as in men wounded or
held prisoners, can only be surmised. Occasionally, however, authentic information is obtained from which can be gathered a vague. Idea of what
it all means, premier Asquith, for example, said today in the house of
commons that the British casualties up to October. 31 were approximately
Lord Kitchener stated recently that England has sent 300,000 men
57,000.
to the front In other words, one Englishman out of every six engaged
in the war, roughly speaking, is dead or has been wounded or taken prisoner.. The loss of life among the British nobility has been heavy.
The death of Lord Charles Gordon Lennox was announced today. In'
Berlin the obituaries of four university professors have just been printed.
Viennavreoorta that 80,000 prisoners of "war are now held In the Austrian
concentration camps.
Particular interest was attached to today's French movement, for the
reason that, the battle in Belgium was considered by both sides as probably marking a definite turn in the course of the war. The French
statement asserted that several attempts of Germans to cross the Yser
canal, around which have occurred same of the most deadly struggles of
the war, were checked. These attempted advances were made at the western outlet from Dlxmude, where the Germans sought to push their forces,
led straight to Dunkirke, on the channel. Attacks around Ypres also were
.:
repulsed, the French announced.
Elsewhere on the main line of battle gains by the allies are reported,
At several points
Including the capture of a town north of the Aisne.
violent fighting is in progress, a circumstance which corroborated early unofficial advices from Paris that the battle of the Aisne was being resumed with its old intensity. Military experts in France and England have
been predicting that the allies would make fresh efforts along the center
or on the eastern wing In an attempt to compel the Germans to send reinforcements there and relieve the pressure in Belgium.
From the other1 fields of battle there is little new Information. In
Berlin was received a dispatch from Vienna, which, while stating that the
Austrian operations in the northeast were developing "without hindrance
from the enemy," also contained the admission that central Galicia has
been evacuated by the Austrians and that the Russians had crossed the
, lower Vistula and occupied
Rzeszow, which lies on the line of the Russian
advance toward Cracow.
On the Stry valley east of Przemysl,. however, a Russian defeat is reported by Vienna. A Petrograd dispatch has it that the Germans suffered
a severe defeat beyond Kalaisze, leaving many dead on the field. This report, however, has not been confirmed.
Fighting centers a,long the banksaf the River Save, which separates
northwestern Servia from Austria. At one point, according to Austrian reports; 4,300 Servians were captured.
In the Caucasus the fighting continues with severity, and Turkish reports are to the effect that the Russians are now being attacked, on their
second line of defenses. Beyond earlier admission that trie Turkish attack
was severe, Russia has given few details of the fighting in this theater.
Great Britain is calling for another million of men to pour into the
war. A supplementary estimate providing for this force was introduced
'
today In the house of commons.
Indications point to another naval battle in the Pacific. The German
fleet apparently is remaining close t the South American coast, and reports from various places suggest that Japanese and British warships are
drawing in on the Germans. Destruction of a German submarine is reported unofficially from Dunkirke. A Franch torpedo boat, attacked by the
submarine, Is said to have run it down.
Although the fighting at Tslng Tau has ended a further loss of life
there was reported from Tokio today. The explosion of a subterranean
mine killed ten men and wounded 57.
'
Aside from the situation In Belgium the chief point in today's war
news was the safe arrival at Valparaiso, Chile, of the German cruisers
Liepzig and Dresden. These warshbs were part of the German fleet which
defeated the British squadron off the Chilean coast November 1. Nothing
had been heard from the Leipzig and Dresden since the battle, and there
was concern as to their safety,
Th
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13. The
territory
since
the two oppos-ancaptured, and lost
Joined issue nearly a month
ago in tne nanaera cooitpit couia almost be covered by a surveyor's chain.
Despite the limitation of the field and
tensity of the fightinsr, both fronts
still breast one another in an unbro-Kebarrier along the Yser. Day by

London, Nov.

d

n

push their recent success at Dlxmude
to; a decisive issue has removed such
of the anxiety that was felt in London
when the news of the capture of the
village was first received. As was
the case three weeks ago when the
Germans made their Initial crossing
of the Yser, they have again been
thrown back and English observers,
reading the sterile official British and
French announcements, glean the In
timation that the lost ground soon will MISS BURGEMEISTER
HELD ON
lie regained.
A CHARGE OF MURDER IN
The suggestion that the German at
SAN 'ANTONIO
tack on Dixmude was primarily intend- d to mark a. retreat, finds no sup
port here, and the theory that the in- THE VICTIM IS OTTO KQEHLER
vaders contemplate anything like an
extensive retreat from Belgium is ac
HE IS FOUND DEAD UPON THE
cepted by few people in London.
FLOOR OF THE GIRL'S
The best opinion is that even If the
APARTMENT.
present battle should so develop as to
enable the allies to take the offensive
in force they shortly would find them
ATTEMPTS
SUICIDE
selves face to face with the fortress SHE
like entrenchments
stretching from
to the Meuse.
SHOOTS HERSELF THROUGH THE
The fighting on the Aisne seems to
WRIST, BUT WILL RECOVER
have resumed its original intensity
FROM .WOUND
simultaneously with the German assault on Dixmude, but in this region
San Antonio, Texas, Nov4 13. Miss
the French claim to have checked all Emma
BurgemeiBttr, a trained nurse.
the attacks of the enemy and consoli- at whose home Otto
Koehler, milliondated their previous successes.
aire president o ; the San Antonio
Nothing further has been heard in Brewing association, was shot and In
London o fthe reported naval activity
stantly killed last" n'ght and who is
in the Baltic or the movements of the
under arrest here in connection with
German fleet at Kiel, nor of the al- the
shooting, today was believed to
leged sinking of three German cruisers be in no
danger from the wound In
in the Pacific.
her wrist, which she is said to have
Talking About Monroe Doctrine
inflicted after the, death of Koehler.
Commenting on reports that the Brit She is said to have made a statement
ish government has invoked the Mon
that the shooting of Koehler was to
roe doctrine to put a stop to the use
protect herself and Emma Dashiel,
of the Galapagos isiandB as a base
another trained nnrse who resided
for the operations of German warships with her.
in the Pacific, the Pall Mall Gazette
The shooting occurred In the apartpoints out that the interests of the ment maintained by Miss Burgemeist-e- r
Unite States in the neutrality of these
at 532 Hunstock avenue. Neighislands, which Ecuador is unable to bors found Mr. Koehler dead on the
maintain, is paramount, and adds:
floor of Miss Biirgt meister's bed room.
President Wilson's government will
Miss Burgemeister, who is a petite
not fail to see that our recognition of
blonde with pleasing features, is not
this fact at the present moment is a more
than 35 years old and is declarprecedent for the future."
ed to have come to San Antonio from
The announcement was made offi
Germany, her native; land, four years
cially that the British losses in killed, ago In company
wh Mr. and Mrs.
wounded and missing in the present
Koehler, during one of their periodi
war up to October 31, amounted to the
Miss
cal visits to- Europe.
big total of 37,000 men. All these
It was claimed, was, a trained
gaps have been filled and big drafts nurse and had been retained as the
of British soldiers are ready in France constant
of Mrs. Koehler,
to take the places of the men lost who has companion
been in ill health. However,
from day
thus enabling the members of the
family emphatically
British commanders to put fresh dented
Miss. Burgemeister had ever
troops in the field to follow up any served in this
capacity and insisted
yielding on the part of the German she was unknown at the Koehler
.
invaders.
home.
The proportion of officers killed or
Otto Koehler was 59 years old and
wounded is very great. This being
was recognized as one of the recheet
particularly the case with the Indian men in
the southwest. Besides his
contingents, it has been suggested
of the San Antonio Brewpresidency
that the seniors of the regiments stain
he was heavily intertheir faces. White men among dark ing association
in
ested
bank
real estate and
stock,
skinned soldiers offer an effective tar
Mexico being
his
in
mines,
holdings
get for sharpshooters, who realize the
heavy.
particularly
value
to
these
of
peculiar
regiments
Charges of murder were, today filed
officers who know how to speak the
Miss Burgemeister and Mrs.
against
men.
the
language of
Dahchiel.
The latter waived examinaremanded without bond.
tion,
being
Germans Claim Success
Miss Burgemeister will be arraigned
13
Berlin, Nov.
(By wireless to Lonwhen the hospital authorities will per
don) German military headquarters
mit. Mrs. Dahchiel made a statement
today gave out an official announce- buit
the district attorney refused to
ment as follows:
,,
make it public.
"On the branch of the Yser canal at
Nieuport our marines have inflicted
heavy losses on the enemy, and we
have taken 700 prisoners. During our COTTON EXCHANGES
attacks on Ypres, which have progressed favorably, another 1,100 prisoners
WILL OPEN MONDAY
have been taken.
"Fierce French attacks to the west
and east of Soissons have been repulsNEW YORK BODY STARTS MOVE
ed with heavy losses lo the enemy.
MENT THAT SPREADS TO
"On the east Prussian frontier, at
THE SOUTH
Eiydtkuhnen and also farther south
to the east of the outlet of the MasuNew York, Nov. 13. The New York
rian lakes, fresh battles have developfor un
ed but no decision yet has been re- cotton exchange will
morn
next
restricted
Monday
trading
ported."
The , board of
"Official reports reaching here from ing, November 18.
Vienna are as follows:
governors so ordered today.
" In the eastern arena of the war
the cotton
The decision to
the pursuit of the enemy was con exchange was reported at a special
tinued yesterday along the entire meeting of the board of managers, and
front, in spite of incessant fighting the announcement was greeted with
with the rear guards of the enemy, enthusiasm on the floor of the exwho occupied
especially prepared change, whioh was crowded with
trenches.
Generaly speaking, the members in anticipation of such a
heights to the east of Ohetchina, Ma- - statement.
The announcement of
kutischant and' Novoselo, on the River
Save, have been reached. The enemy marks the end of the most trying exis in full retreat in the direction of perience in the history of the
Business on the exchange
Katschalveja and Valjevo, where, ac
cording to reports from Austrian avia was suspended on July 30 amid great
tors, many thousands of trains have excitement resulting from the EuroB cu off
pean war and after three failures
.' In addition, to war material pre- which left an unliquidated interest of
viously captured we became nossesa- - fully 80,000 bales., The situation was
ed of 14 ammunition wagons, several made difficulty by the existence of a
ammunition and hospital depots, tents. large internal interest, and since the
iH"ibni 3iav,
eloBiitjy of the exeUiin?,
eonbeen endeavoring to li'iuldote-ol(Continued on Pace Five)
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day and foot by foot, the advances

retirements are notly contested,
and still, the final outcome is not in
sight.
To' observers in London it seems
that victory depends largely on which
side will first be able to wear down
tne resistance of the other. The apparent Inability of
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tracts to mct the enormous losses resulting from the great decrease in
prices, and to arrange to resume business under safe conditions.
Market Will Open Low
Orleans, Nov. 13. The New
Orleans cotton exchange will open
for unrestricted trading Monday, November 16. This decision was reached by the board of directors of the
exchange at a meeting today, after it
was announced the New York exchange would open on that date.
New Orleans cotton futures markets closed Friday, July 31. The sus
pension waa thought by many to be
a matter of only a few days.
January cotton In New Orleans
closed at $10.65 on July 31, a net loss
for the short day's trading of 70
points, $3.50 a bale. In the liquidation trading following the price went
to 7 cents, but recently it recovered
with trading going on between 7 50
and 7.60.
The local spot market was reopened
cents for midSeptember 23 at 8
C on
dling, compared with 13
July
31,
of practically 5 cents a
pound, or $25 a bale. In the Dallas
market prices went down to 6 cents
for middling, making bales worth
only $30. This was the lowest point
of the downward movement.
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His Forces Take San Luis Pofosi Without
Slightest Show of Resistance
UNITED STATES VILLNOTREUKQOISB VERA CRUZ
Will Hold it Until

Somebody in Authority Can Give the Guarantees Demanded by This Country and See That They 8re EnforcedFormer Carranza Lieutenant is Anxious to Secure a Port Before Chief Gets Vera Cruz

s

Washington, Nov. 13. General Villa
has ordered an attack on Tampico.
His army is operating from the City
of San Luis Potosi, wnich was occuOfficial
pied without firing a shot.
dispatches received today say the people received Villa with an ovation.
It will be several days before the
Villa troops will be in a position to
begin fighting at Tampico, but they
are already taking possession of the
railroad leading there from San Luis
Potosi. About 800 Americans are in

tie guidance of truo liberty and that
my country will now enjoy happiness

after the present era of anarchy
persecution."
Senor de la Barra has taken a
dence at Lausanne, Switzerland,
he will spend a good deal of his
in Paris.

and
resi-

but

PHILIPPINE FOREST FOR SALE
time
Manila, P. I., Nov. 13. A tract of
280,000 acres of
forest, containing
many valuable hard woods, will be
Scurvey in Hill's Army
opened to the woodsmen's axe, under
13. Scurvey
Nov.
Bisbee, Ariz.,
a
concession, when the bids
threatens to do almost as much harm
for the lumber are opened tomorrow.
to the soldiers of the Naco, Sonora,
The tract is a public forest on the Tampico.
garrison under command of General
A number of American ships are in Hill, as the attacks
Island of Luzon, and the privilege of
of Maytorena
cutting the lumber has brought com the harbor there, and the American forces, according to reports received
petition from many American lumber consulate at San Luis Potosi has ar- here today. About 25 cases of the
men.
ranged to notify the consul at Tam- disease are reported under the carepico so that Americans can withdraw-t- of a physician in Hill's hospital
at
STEAMER IN DISTRESS
places of safety with the advance Naco. Lack of vegetable food, it is
London, Nov. 13. A Central News of the Villa army.
said, will hinder the work of eradicatdispatch from Ifome says that the
Tampico is next in importance to ing the disease.
steamer Citta di Savona has sent out Vera Cruz as a seaport. The possiba wireless " S. O. S.'' call saying ility of withdrawal of American forc
Gutierrez Favors Villa
that she is on fire 150 miles off Ca es from Vera Cruz, which. then would
San Antonio, Tex., Nov. 13. A mes
tania. She has 500 soldiers on board, fall into the hands of General Aguilar, sage from the Carranza
press bureau
bound from Massowa,
Africa, for who is loyal to Carranza, probably de- in Mexico City today said it was an
have gone to the termines Villa to take Tampico, to nounced there that the Aguas Caller--tewhich ammunition aiid war supplies
assistance of the dstretfsed vessel.
convention bad ordered Villa
can be imported and rushed over land
from his command, but that
AVIATOR'S LONG TRIP
through central Mexico to bis other Gutierrez, provisional
presidentiaT
columns.
Berlin, Nov. 13 (Via Wireless).
choice of the convention, had refused
. .
Officials expect that if civil war re- 't0 remove Villa.
According to information given out to
ueiierm iarwa was
the press today in official quarters, suits, it will be much more extensive given as authority for the
report
German aviators have flown over the than anything Mexico has seen Larg
PRISONERS PUBLISH PAPER
English seaport of Sheernoss and er forces than have ever before been
Harwick.
under arms have been organized, as
Amsterdam, Nov. 13.The French
many as 100,000 men being well equip- prisoners in th concentration camp
SCOTT IS CHIEF
ped and almost that number more of Zoasen near Berlin are publishing
13. Brigadier available.
a weekly paper in the French lanWashington, Nov.
No estimate of the forces Villa con- guage, which they call Le Heraut
General Hugh Scott was selected by
President Wilson today to be chief trols is available a yet, but military (The Herald). La Heraut boasts of
of staff of the United States army up experts here think: lie already has being the only paper which is in con.
on the retirement next Monday
of strategic advantages in the extent of nectlon with the whole, world
Zy teMajor General Wotherspoon. The vac- territory dominated by his men.
lepathy. The aim of the paper is .'to
Will Hold Vera Cruz
overcome the ardent longing for their
ancy of major general created by
Not until it is convinced that one country by the reaction of a
General Wotherspoou's retirement will
sound,
be filled by the nomination of Briga- of the contending Mexican
factions amiable,
inoffensive and salutory
dier General Frederick F. Funston, can exercise control of Vera Cruz and humor." The last page is reserved
now in command at Vera Cruz.
execute the guarantees requested by for advertisements,, Here the chief
will American editor, the
the United States,
proprietor of a once flourARMS FOR JAPAN
troops be ordered from the southern ishing fur business, recommends tr
Paris, Nov. 13. The French army port. The decision by President Wil- all hu? comrades his large stock in
now has the use of the 105 millimeter son and his advisers stood today as furs and
promises them his most
field guns built in France to rearm the American attitude
toward the careful attention.
The "market rethe artillery forces of Japan. When tangled Mexican situation which threat- - port," for example, contains a iiiotis
the war began part of the guns had ens a renewal of civil strife. Coupled lament that in the country of Gam- been delivered and another large con- with it is the desire not to interfere (brinus there is not a
drop of lager
signment wras on the ocean. Japan in the controversy among the military beer for the war prisoners.
was asked by France if she mi.ht leaders of the republic.
take the guns. The Japanese govsrn.l
THE WISCONSIN PLAN
De La Barra Must Answer
ment cabled promptly placing them
Madison, Wis., Nor. 13. An eluciat the jlisposilion of France and an
Paris, Nov. 13 Francisco de la dation of the1 "Wisconsin Idea" in gov
nouncea that she was sending back Barra, the Mexican minister to France, ernment occupied the
governor's con- those already delivered so that the who resigned his post when General ference today. The, discussion cover- French army ' might use them. The Carranza assumed the provisional ed the work of the railroad tmr cwi
vessel conveying the last consignment presidency of Mexico, has. handed over and dairy, industrial, and free library
.n.,...,....,
....... nifhima
had already reached Colombo when tha
.w...v. rt
'
..i iha Mavin.,n luoHn WUIUU(1UU
IU1(J
til O RglSjatKto Luis Qtiintaniila, who has been ap- ference library.
it was intercepted.
pointed to succeed him by the acting
"Every railroad and public xiiiW
A COLLIER WRECKED
government of Mexico. After Senor law should contain a provision giving
B"-- transferred the Mexican the commission power to refuse
Blenheim, Ontario, Nov. 33 The j,
mj
" "
u"' approved t
.
KtenmsMr. Colonial leaking and in ft
sinking condition, was beached at la, mum-aar- - cuairman or tne state railroad
immsivr ot
ns- Pardos, seven miles from here, today. fairs in the constitutionalistioreign
j mission.
"The
cabinet,
in
requirements
tim
Tho crew was landed safely. Thel
speaking In the name of the defacto j Wisconsin laws saves this state ir
vessel is resting on a sand bar 20
government of the republic, saying that lions of dollars annuallv."
yards from shore.
Senor de la Barra would be held resMuch faulty legislation in
The Colonial, which Is owned by
for his immediate complicity states, he asserted!, originated In tho
ponsible
the Reid Wrecking company of Sar-nl- in the
usurpation of power by General plan of introducing bills. Ho bltr:.!
Ont., was bound from Oswego Victorla.no
Huerta.
legislators generally would prefer to
to Milwaukee with a cargo of coal.
To this communication Senor de la follow the bad of the chief
exectiHvi
Barra replied as follows:
as far as possible.
MUST FUMIGATE SHEEP
"I have-givepossesion of. the
archives
he
and the funds of this locuN.
Nov.
M.,
Albuquerque,
BLISS GOES UP
state sheep sanitary commission to- tion to Senor Quintanilla. The accuNov.
i'
Washington
day ordered rigid inspection of all sation of which you gpeak in your
1
1
Ccneral
no
Tasiter
has
Bill;
ana
II.
ma.
message
ditmfection
of
for
Importance
sheep shipments
My
all stock cars moving in or out of the conscience Is easy, and 1 have the chief of the Mobile armv t n i
state aa a measure of cooperation luuest confidence In the opinion of mv ipon the retirement of
f
I lume !n tl
Murray cm April
with the state cattle board's order follow countrymen.
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earlier in the week. Ten Inspectors near fr.ltirn
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Judges: E. C. de Baca, Miss Mabel
Hobart, Rev. R. A. Slimonds.
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Chat to

"FARMER BOYS" END TOUR
Oakland, Calif., Nov. 13 The car
load of "farmer boys" which Califor
nia sent to Washington, and Atlanta,
arrived home today, bringing the con
gratulations of Secretary Houston of
the department of agriculture to the
clubs of boys and girls who are boom
ing the "hack to the farm'' movement
here.
tour of the
The transcontinental
boys Is the first of Its kind, and oth
er states are planning to take up the
idea. The lucky boys were the prize
winners In the agricultural club, and
their tour was entirely satisfactory as
an opportunity to study agricultural
conditions across the country.
While in Washington the 'boys met
Secretary Houston, who praised high
ly the interest which is being taiten In
the agricultural c.luba by the Iboys and
girls of America. Following the re
ception, they Inspected the various
branches of the government's big de
partment of agriculture.
They then
visited Atlanta and other cities on
their way home. Professor B. H.
Crocheron, of the extension depart
ment of the college of agriculture,
University of California, had charge
of the party.

&.$asmaxm6 Son,

Saturday- Women's Suits
Women's Dresses
Millinery and
Children's Hats

Watch for our

FULL PAGE
Thanksgiving Spread
in tomorrow

Night's Optic

The light is Turned on to a
Subject of Darkness.

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

Romero, Apolonio A. Sena, F.

Santa Fe county, A. B. Ren-ebaSocorro
Ferfeeto Gallegos;
county, Abran Abeytia, Nestor Eaton;
Taos county, Malaquias Martinea, Antonio B, Trujillo; Torrance county,
Federico Chaves; Valencia county,
Teofilo Chaves, Narctso Frances; Rio
Arriba and Sandoval, Mariano Montoya; Guadalupe, Torrance and Santa
Fe; E. P. Davies; Guadalupe and San
Miguel, Crescenciano Gallegos; Lincoln, Socorro and Otero, Flavio Vigil;
29 altogether.
Democrats: Bernalillo county, Rafael Garcia; Chaves county, J. W. Mullens, G. T. Veal and G. T. Black; Eddy, Dr. M. P. Skeen, R. C. Dow;
Grant county, R. R. Bryan and Thomas
Holland; Guadalupe, J. M. Casaus;
Lincoln, John Y. Hewitt; Luna, S. J.
Smith; Otero, J. B. Rutherford; Quay,
Henry Swan and J. H. Welch; .Roosevelt, R. G. Bryant; Sierra, F, M.
Union, C. C. Smith, Seraplo
Miera; 18 altogether. But contests are
to be brought against at least four of
these: Rafael Garcia, Bojorquez, G.
C. Smith and Serapio Miera.
Progressive Sandoval v county, Cel-sO. Blood;
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cious if served with

TOWLE'S

CANE AND

MAPLEMakes Home,

-

SYRUP

"Sweet"

Home, Indeed

It

gives you the delicious
maple flavor at its best, and is
always sold in the
cans your guarantee

w of purity, quality and full
measure.

The Tow la Maple
Products Company
People Gas Building, Chicago
S(. Paul. Minaj
L .kilinahury, Varntcmt

Rfinrit

LOG CABIN

FRITTERS
Mix two teaspoonfuls baking
powder thoroughly with four
cups flour. Add two cups sweet

milk, Olio tablespoon sweet
cream, half a teaspoon snlt and
three well beaten eggs. Fry in
hot lard until brown. Serve
with warm Towle's Log Cabin
Syrup.

LOIR

HOUSE

TONIGHT

Your breakfast pancakes,
waffles, biscuits or frit
ters (see the recipe below)
will taste far more deli-

two-third-

25 NATIVES IN
THE

DEFEATS ALL HIS OPPONENTS
WITH THEIR VOTES POOLED
TOGETHER

Santa Fe, Novt 13. The canvass
discloses that Benigno C. Hernandez
received 5,000 more votes than did
Nathan Jaffa for congress two years
ago; that Pergusson received almost
1,000 more votes than he did two years
ago; while Hugh H. Williams had
less than four year3 ago. Wilson
received 4,000 votes less than Marcos
C. de Baca two years ago, and Met- calf 1,500 less than Eggum two years
ago. The total vote two years ago
was 48,567, or almost 3,000 more than
were cast last week.
The surprising fact stands out that
Hernandez has not only a plurality of
4,400 over Fergusson, but a clear ma
jority of 2,000 over Fergusson, Wilson
and Metcalf together and that even
Williams has not only a clear plurality
of 2,220 over Hill, tout also a clear ma
jority of 700 over Hill and McTeer
together. .

Sandoval.

Socialist Curry county,
W.
C.
Tharp.
Of the) 49 members, 23 are of
extraction, 29 republic
cans, four democrats and the progressive. The member to be first on the
roll call will be Abran Abeytia of
Socorro county just as A. C Abeyta
is first oni the roll call in the state
senate. The house will have two members by the name of Chaves, two Gallegos and there is also a Gallegos In
the senate, two Montoyas, two Smiths,
one Miera, there being also one in the
senate, and one Romero, there being
also a Romero in the senate. Only
h
of the members of the house
have seen legislative service before,
either in the legislature or the constitutional convention. There are only
three editors and one saloonkeeper
in the bunch, but two have been typesetters and know printers ink when
they smell It.

MONEY FOR SCHOOLS

Santa Fe, Nov. 13. In both Rio Ar
riba and Taos counties, this week, ap
portionment was made of school funds
to the school districts on a per capita
basis of 50 cents for the school cen
sus, Taos county having1 4,129 persons of school census age and there
fore distributing $2,061.50; and Rio
Arribza 5,674 such persons, distribut
ing $2,837.
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or old,, likes
EVERY woman, young
comfortable and dainty morn
ing cap and jacket which we usually
classed as dressing sacques and break
fast caps. It is a the beginning oi
the day that they serve their owners
best Nothing but the kimono jacket
is made with a view to being put on in
th6 shortest possible time, and no
headdress but the breakfast cap is designed to make up for a lack of hair
dressing These virtues of the cap
and jacket are enough to endear them
to the average human.
But thev do more than simply add
to one's comfort, for it Is the fashion
to make the articles for the breakfast
garb of pretty,' gayly colored fabrics
or of flowered materials and to decs,
thom nut. with laces and ribbons.
They are bright and "homey" looking
and the admiration of other memDers
of the household. A very preuy
breakfast cap helps to start the day
right. Of such an inexpensive luxury
BvervonA mav have a number so as
to add variety to the morning toilette.
rnnaldp.r the number of fabrics one
may choose from to make the breakcotton
tine
All
the
lacket.
fnt
weaves, lawn, dimity, organdie, mull,
batiste, crepe, voile and challie. 1 ney
are made in all colors and In the most
beautiful of flowered patterns. They
are inexpensive and it takes only a
short length to make a jacket. Or if
something more rich is wanted there
are the light weight silks, embroidered
crepes, nets, plain and figured, and
But the breakfast jacket is
laces.
quite as pretty In the cheaper cotton
goods as in the others.
jacket.
There are many forms
All pattern companies supply patterns
of-th-

for them.

The most practical are the

that can be laundered
simple
easily. They are no trouble to make,
ones- -

so

that

every woman may supply .her-

self with these gay and becoming garments.
The very simplest of designs Is
shown in the picture given here. It
is cut by a kimono pattern and made
of figured cotton crepe showing a
small rosebud on a white surface.
The only seams are the underarm and
sleeve seams. When these are felled,,
the bottom and fronts hemmed and
the neck bound, the garment is ready
for trimming.

A ruffle of shadow lace is sewed
the edges. Pink ribbon an inch
and a half wide Is used for fastening
the neck and the fronts. A half yard
sewed to each side ties Into pretty
bows. Three yards will provide these
and small bows to set on the
sleeves as well.
The cap is made of a puff of white
mull gathered on an elastic cord. A
band of the figured crepe Is sewed
to-a- ll

across the front and turned back
about the face. This is one of the
washable caps made to outlast an ex
perience in the laundry. There are
many others, of ribbon and laces, with
frills and flower trimmings that are
prettier but less durable. It takes so
little to make these bits of finery,
even when rlbbonH and laces are used,
that most people can afford them.
The cap shown in the picture is an
excellent pattern for a sweeping or
dusting cap. No one should neglect
to protest the hair as much as possible from dust, which is its worst
enemy.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

.

Capes Practical and Capes Ornamental

Santa Fe, Nov. 13. The state can
vassing board adjourned today until
Monday, when Governor McDonald
who left today for Carrizozo will have
returned. When the board adjourned,
32 precincts were still to be heard
from, but in a number of these no
election had been held and they are
ail small and remote precincts.

INDIGESTION, GAS OR
SICK, SOUR

STOIC!

TIME "PAPE'S. DIAPEPSIN!" IN
FIVE MINUTES ALL STOMACH
MISERY IS GONE

one-fourt-

.-.

ym

ff X 'r

THE CANVASS STOPS

"Really does" put bad stomach in
order "really does" overcome indiges
tion; dfysepsia; igas, heartburn
and
sourness ia five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Dlapepsin the
largest selling stomach regulator in
the world. If what you eat ferments
into stubborn lumps, you belch gas
and eructate sour, undigested food
and acid; head is dizzy, and aches
breath foul; tongue coated; your insides filled with bile and Indigestible
waste, remember the moment "Pape'
Diapepsin" comes, in contract with
the stomach all such distress vanishes,
It's truly astonishing almost marvelous, and the joy is its harmeslsness,
A large
case of Pape's Dia- pepsin will give yon a hundred do)
iio wuiiu vi gausiacuon or your
druggist hands you your money back
NEW MAIL SERVICE
It's worth its weight In gold to men
Santa Fe, Nov. 13. Star mall serv- and women who can't
get their ston
AN ACCUSED BURGLAR
ice has been ordered established be achs regulated. It
in vour
belongs
Santa Fe, Nov. 13. Sheriff Jose R, tween Pennington and
Barney, 7.50 .home should always be kept handv
Lucero has brought back to Las ..W...V.K. una IWR. UJlt-- lIJiH'B a
x.
WtTK,,in CafiH flf n ollr OAnw
Cruces , on requisition from El Pasojto begin on December 1. The con- the day or at night it's the
during
John Edwards,
charged with bemg attract has been awarded to Men-i- t L. quickest, surest , and most harmless
accomplice in a burglary.
ftf pennon, Union county. Btomach doctor in th- - world
0

w

Santa Fe, Nov. 13. Secundum Romero has pledged to himself for speaker of the house, 14 of the 29 republican members of the house, and two

are reported to be wavering. It is
quite possible that the lone progres
sive, Celso Sandoval, from Sandoval
county, should he go into the repub
lican caucus, as it! is reported he will,
will decide 1 lie speakership.
Another irregularity in addition to
tie three jeported from Union county
and that reported by Modesto OrM- -, of
Bernalillo county, which may mean a
fourth content in the house, Is revolted from Siwra county, wnore Ostrlit
Attorney E. D. Tittman, a democrat,
it is said, not only tried to deprive the
300 or more children at Elephant Butte
of schooling, hut also sought to disfranchise their fathers, in consequence
of which, the majority did not vote
and the republican candidate for the
If these
legislature was defeated.
four contestants are seated, it would
s
give the republicans 33, or
the
with
progressive, Celso
majority,
Sandoval, and the socialist, W. C
Tharp, ready to join them, it is reported, against the 14 remaining dem
ocrats. However, it is given out.
semi officially, that the republican or
ganization will frown upon contests
and really does not desire a two- thirds majority.
As one result of the campaign, the
reublican organization will maintain
permanent headquarters, which will
keep up to date the records, mailing
HAVE A MA. lists, card indices and other matters
JORITY OF ONE IN LEGISgathered so carefully and at some ex
LATIVE BODY
pense by Chairman Ely. It Is propos
ed to organize a state republican club.
Santa Fe, Nov. 13. The following with a branch In each precinct, to
will be the membership of the next be officially supplier with the state re
publican organ, so that republican
legislative house:
ReDublicans 'Bernalillo county, Ed doctrine may be inculcated and proward A. Mann, Nestor Montoya; U1 gressive measures furthered, for the
fax county, J. D. Skidmore, 1. J. Tay republican leaders realize, that delor; Dona Ana county, J. B. Reinburg, spite the tig! victory on Tuesday of
Jose Gonzales; McKinley county, Re-- last week, they must take the lead in
mijio Mirabal, G. V. Fleming; Mora advocating measures that are progres
county, Alfredo Lucero, Anastacio Me sive and give prominence to republi
dina; Rio Arriba county, J. P. Lujan, cans from the rank and file who have
Enrique Jacquez; San Juan county, a clean) and clear reorcd and are ad
vanced in. their ideals.1
.1. M. Palmer; San Mi,fnv! county,

WILL COMPETE

i

4.

UPON
THEY
SAY
ARE
REPUBLICANS
NOT ANXIOUS FOR TWO-- "
THIRDS MAJORITY

ORATORS

breakfast

Kimono Jacket and Morning Gap
--

Interment, however, will
not be until the afternoon at 2 o'clock
Oration, "The Orient and the Occl- and will be In the National cemetery,
under the auspices of Carleton post,
Henry Nahm.
dent" (Loofbourrow)
Oration, "The Nomination of Blaine" Grand Army of the republic.
(Ingersoll) Russell Zimmerman.
Oration, "Out National Heritage" State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
(Kelley) Cecil Read.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
Piano Duet Selected
he is senior partner of the firm of F
Mrs. Kohn and Miss Conrad
Declamation, "Glen Allen's Daugh J. Cheney and Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, county and state
ter" (Scotch) Dewey Nisson.
Declamation. "The Honor of the aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
DOLWoods" (Murray) Magaret Larkin, the sum or ONE HUNDRED
CONTESTS PRELIMINARY TO THE
Declamation, "A la Tipperary" LARS for each and every case of caSTATE EVENT WILL OCCUR
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
(Trendon) Rebe Sands.
AT THE NORMAL
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Vocal Solo, "My Little Woman"
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Osgood
Tonight at the Normal auditorium
Mr. E. C. Ripger, principal
Sworn to before me and subscribed
the High school and the New Mexico
in my presence, this 6th day of DeHiffh School
Normal University will choose the canDeclamation, "Richard's practising' cember, A. D. 1886.
didates who will represent them in (Anonymous)
A. W. GLEASON.
Dorothy Herman.
(Seal)
the declamation, and oratorical conDeclamation, "The Ruggle's Dinner
Notary Public.
tests to be held at Albuquerque late Party" (Wiggins) Elizabeth Parnell. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Inter-ni!lthis month. The High school will be Vocal Solo, Selected--- -.
and acts directly upon the blood
represented in Albuquerque by two
Miss Marie Senecal
and mucous surfaces of the system.
candidates one in the declamation
Judges High school orations: W. S'jnd for testimonials, free.
contest and one in the academic ora G.
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
Haydon, Prank H. H. Roberts,
torical department. The Noraml will Frank Carroon. High school declamaSold by all druggists, 75c.
eend three contestants. Ernest Wohl- tions: MrB. W. Gr. Haydon, Mrs. E. E,
Take Hall's Family Pills for connberg will represent his school in the Veeder, Mrs. Cecilio Dosenwald.
Adv.
stipation.
collegiate oratorical section, Anna
Decision of the Judges.
Marie Nolan will speak in the aca
NEW NOTARIES NAMED
THE NORMAL.
demic oratorical section. The Nor
Santa Fe, Nov. 13. Governor Mc:
Section
College
mal's contestant in the declamation
Oration, "The Nation's Responsi Donald appointed the following notarsection wiy be chosen in the compet
ies public: Martin Kief, Hondale, Luna
B. Wohlenuerg.
bility"
tition tonight
Academic Section
county; George E. Mofaftt, AlamogorAdmission is free and a large atOration, "Irish History" Anna Ma- do; Fred L. Hill, Las Cruces; Olive
tendance is desired. Music, both vocal rie Nolan.
Berlin, Obar; Welcome O. Chapman,
and Instrumental, will be a feature of "La
Gabriel-Mari- e
Bluewater; John L. Boyle, Raton; Fer-the program. Superintendent Byron Mrs. Cinquantalne"Violin Club: Ruth min B. Baca, La Joya, Socorro.
O'Malley's
J. Read of the city schools will preSeelinger, Leon a Greenclay, Virginside. The program will be as follows :
W. T. Hucnens, Nicholson. Ga., hsd
ia Floyd, Nellie Parnell, Lucy Myers,
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
e
Walter Kolbo, Charles Fanning,
THE HIGH SCHOOL
feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
Swallow, accomSUiist.
Lucia dl Lammermoor
Donizetti
and moving about was very painful
Academic Section
Mrs. O'Malley'a Violin Club
Declamation, "An Experiment in He was certainly In a bad way when
Oration, "The Mexican War" (Cor-win- ) Matrimony" (Dixon) Josephine Anna he started to take Foley Kidney Pills
Martin Sundt.
He says, "Just a few doses made me
Murphy.
feel better, and now my pains and
Oration, "The Death of Lafayette"
Declamation, "Tobe" (Elizabeth
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
Leona Greenclay.
(Prentise) Miguel Sena,
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
for
the
Oration, "The. Old South and the
Declamation, "Preparing
New" (Grady) Thoralf Sundt.
Dinner Party" (Kate Douglas Wig- - Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Piano Solo, ""Etude de Concert"
gins) Hazel Gerard.
Rossini
Edward McDowell Music, Dance Songs
I
HERNANDEZ HAS A
Mrs. Marguerite Cluxton Root
High School Glee Club

Betters your

ABE

FROWNED

7:30 a. m.

YOUNG

TESTS

Kb

The mere fact that S. S. S., the famous
out disease is a
blood purifier, drive
world's story, a topic of conversation wherever men get together.
They wonder why, simply because most
remedies are mystified and put before them
The facts are that we
as "dlscc-'erles.- "
pay too much attention to possibilities and
not enough to real, homespun accomplishment S. S. S. Is a remedy of our fathers.
It has a history that Is written deeply In
men's minds because it has done tho work,
driven out deep seated disease, revived
hope, put the O. K. on appearance and
clamped down tight any effort of germs
to get the upper band. Any sore spot on
the skin Is an Immediate demand for
8. S. S. since the first principle of this
famous remedy is to strike out for places
This Is a physiological fact
of trouble.
and S. 8. S. is true to the workings of
our body.
Get a bottle of S. S. S. today at any
It will
and begin blood health.
druggist
THE GARCIA FUNERAL
master anv blood disease and do it In a
And If
wnv to eoiDlinslze its Influence.
Santa Fe, Nov. 13 The funeral of you would like definite advice write The
the late Judge Jose Maria Garcia will Swift Specific Co., 00 swut uicig., auuuui,
Their medical department is where
take place on Saturday. It will start f!s.
most people first seek advice that puts
from the house for the cathedral at them on the straight road.

- at greatly reduced prices

13, 1914.

that are really practical
CAPES those
r
made in
three-quarte-

length, well fitted about the shoulders and full about the bottom. They
are roomy, without being cumbersome, and they are comfortable. But
the cape, plain and simple, Is not as
well liked for general wear as the
capelike jacket and those combinations of cape and coat or cape and
jacket, which costume makers have
seized upon for making new effects in
wraps.
The long, full cape-I- s an ideal garment for evening year. For this purpose it is developed in many fabrics.
Black velvet, lined with white satin
or brocades, and white silk or satin
draped with black lace make themselves a place of honor In wraps for

evening or other fuh dress. Often
handsome furs in deep collars appear
on these as on other brilliant fabrics.
The long cape promises well in the
rich brocades and plushes and embroidered silks and crepes so well
adapted to it, especially in conjunction with fur used in broad collars or
bands for trimming. For warmlh the
lighter fabrics are Interlined,

For smartness and a style touch th
garment shown in the picture illustrates the effectiveness of the cavalier
cape. Its best developments are la
plain velvet with plain satin linings.
It Is made here in combination with a
sleeveless jacket with flaring collar.
Many of the combination wraps are
puzzling at first glance; one hardly
knows whether to classify them in the
cape lis or not. Quite often what appears to be a simple cape turns out
to be a sleeved garment. The Ingenuity of designers has managed
the lines, of the cape into
s
cloaks, and has evolved
and cape-coat-s
that are the moBt novel
of the offerings for fall and winter-weain wraps.
cape-jacket-

JULIA BOTTOMLEY- Monogram Towela.

The towel monogram is now being
enhanced by an embroidered frame for
the initials. Sometimes the frame ia
composed of a simple wreath of
or similar small, flowers, and
frequently the frame Is an embroidered ribbon or a simple added oval.
forget-me-no-

ts
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it is further argued by

confidence,

FOOTBALL COST
YOUNG

that thus
far this year they have not been forced to, resort to open play and overhead tactics, a brancn of the gam at
which they are said to be prepared
ta furnish, some surprises. Notwithstanding the reported prowess of Walters, star forward passer of the Boulder team, the Miners are likewise prepared, it ia confidently asserted, to
likewise indulge in the overhead
game,
The Tigers have been doing light
practice during the yeek in preparation for their game with Denver University. Several of the players have
been recovering from minor injuries
but Coach Rothgeb is confident of
victory. A strong list of capable
will be on the side lines. Open
play is also expected to predominate
in this game.

Lthe adherents of the Golden

lll'S

LEG
BUT THE REST OF THE
ADO

COLOR-

TEAM
UNIVERSITY
ON PLAYING

KEEPS

Denver, Nov. 13 The 1914 football
championship of the Rocky mountain
conference will be decided here tomorrow when Colorado University and
the Colorado .School of Mines meet
in their annual contest. Each team
has a clean record of three victories
and no defeats during the present conference season. Boulder has defeatROOSEVELT'S DEBT
ed Utah University, Colorado College
"
Santa
Fe, Nov. 13. The bonded
and the Colorado Agricultural College
school indebtedness of Roosevelt coun
teams. The Miners have defeated
is only $30,300, according to report
Utah University, the University of ty
to the department of education today,
Wyoming and Denver University.
of which Portales owes $14,300, No.
Second only in interest in football
2 district $3,000, and No. 49 owes $700
circles Is tomorrow's game at ColorUnion county reports spending last
ado Springs between Denver Univeron its rural schools $15,277.56 of
year
sity and Colorado College. The Tigers which $13,195.&5 was
apportioned to
of
luck
bad
feel that only a streak
the
various
was given
$1,500
districts,
was responsible for their defeat by
the
school superintendent to
county
are
determthe state university and
ward his salary; $79.30 for his office
ined, as far as is possible, to retrieve
$30.42 for office supplies;
expense;
their loss by. winning from the Ministers. The Denver team,' on the $100 for county insttiute; $277.09 for
warrant books. Of the $17,446.71 of
other hand, is anxious to wipe out the
$7,198.68 came from the three
receipts,
memory of last Saturday' trouncing at mill
$5,263.47 from the State aplevy;
the hands of the Miners and hopes
licenses.
$904.30 from
portionment;
not only to defeat Colorado College The
balance on hand is reported at
but win their annual Thanksgiving
as against $3,404.79 a year
The Colorado ,$2,169.15
game with Boulder.
ago.
who
won
have
and lost two
Aggies,
of their Xour games this season, will
with BALLARD'S
. Rub a sore throat
play the Utah Aggies Saturday at SNOW LINIMENT.
One or two ap,
Logan.
cure
will
it completely.
plications
The unfortunate case of Virgil .F.
Price 25c, 50c and $1. per bottle. Sold
half-back
Sells, substitute
of, the
Co. Adv.
Boulder team whose injury received by Central Drug
in practice ten days ago resulted in
RUSSIANS TO GET BEER
the loss pf his left feg, has dampened
Nov. 13. The resumption
Petrograd,
the enthusiasm, of the university
of the sale ,of beer, which, by decision
Sells'
was
a
broken in,
Bquad.
leg
of the government, will be permitted
scrimmage and blood poisoning, which
tomorrow, has brought forth a storm
developed a few days later, necessi- of
protest from many sources. The
tated an amputation. For a time his
Novoe Vremya severely
newspaper
Jife was considered1 in danger but now
criticizes the new order, on the ground
he is recovering,
emThe varsity, according to close fol- that it is at variance with the
decision and may revive the
peror's
lowers of the game, will present a
team Saturday stronger than at any dormant national appetite for strong
H
drink.
time during the season. Walters has
Tiriimrprl f rrm hn Irillirr" mtiH fetr thft
AGREEMENT
7,
season ;Is said
to be
first time-thi- s
NoV- and Great
Tokto'
IWapan
Donovan
'to
and
top form.
playing
Nelson. tarS of th hacir fild. .- Britain .have signed an agreement
also ready for the supreme effort. concerning steamers seized enuring me
war. Both
undertake to
Light practice has been the rule all communicategovernments
to
other
each
the names
during the week ana Coach Folsom
of steamers captured or detained, and
no
further
chances
been
at
has
taking
to take immediate steps for the relosses to his none top large squad.
release of such goods as th6
ciprocal
Thus far this year field tactics have
been effective in pvercoming the su- other may be Interested in. It is,
however, understood that the cargo
periority of opponents in one or more
in
question shall not be contraband
of
the
and
strong
game
departments
war.
of
reliance is being placed upon the well
known resourcefulness of the Boulder- ltes In overcoming the dash and en- - RAILROAD PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
lhusiasm of the Miners.
Chicago, Nov. 13. Bankers, econom- "Colorado. next" is the slogan at ists, business men and lawyers met
Golden. The Miners, who last Satur- - here in convention today for a discus-daswamped; Denver by straight foot-- sion of the problems of American
all, are in good condition and full of railways. It was the annual meeting
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VISITED MUSEUM

CuticuraSoap
and Ointment
Promote
conditions when all else fails.
hair-growi- ng

Samples Free by Mail

Cutlcura Soap and Ointment MM throughout the
urw. Liberal
oi each mailed free, with 32-ooa. Address sample
uuueur a," Dept. 16B, Boston.

of the Western Economic Eociety, and
nearly all of the 500 members were
resent to hear President E. P. Ripley
of the Santa Fe, who spoke on his

recent suggestion that railway control
by a regional group system, with gov
ernment representation, was a way
out of the present chaotic conditions
governing railroad matters.
The proposed increase In freight
rates is another subject of great importance which is set for discussion.
Among the speakers are Professor H.
G. Moulton of the University of Chicago, Professor William Z. Ripley of
Harvard; Professor F. II. Dixon of
Dartmouth, and Pleree Butler, valua
tion counsel for the western group of
railways.

STAGE
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I SAD

PLIGHT
FRENCH ACTORS ARE UNABLE TO
EARN A LIVING SINCE THE
WAR BROKE OUT

Paris, Nov. 13. Poor dramatic art- teta unqualified tor. roles in the thea
ter of war are among those who feel
most the rigors of martial law. One
of the baritones of the Opera Comlquie
is driving a taxicab. Others hare
been driven to seek the rnost mental
occupations. During the first days of
the war many of thesa artists were
allowed to sing in tne streets, and
really good artists were heard in the
courts of apartment buildings, hut on
account of the crowds they drew this
means of seeking an existence was
forbidden.
One familiar with the night life of
Paris would hardly seek patriotic emotions at that music hall to which the

gave a certain notoriety,
and yet this place until recently closed was nightly the scene of impressive incidents characteristic of the
few distractions the city offers. All
amusements, if they may be so called,
are censored to the feeling of the mo"can-can- "

Vegetables

ment

Not Only
Canned Goods
But Canned Goodness

7

The fairest gardens

mifii

finest products for the Solitaire market basket.
localities, each one
of which is famed for some one product, just as
Colorado is famed for climate.
For instance, we go to Maine for Solitaire Com, to Hawaii for
Solitaire Pineapple, and soon down the line. We could
jy;
buy them cheaper, but then they would not be up to the
Solitaire reputation for quality.
gL---

We gather them from different

f

,

" The Best the Grocer Can Deliver '
Here are

a few members of the Solitaire

Culsiip, Raisins, Peanut But
fcr, Hire. Seafoods, Grape Juire. Olives,
Olive Oil, Preserves, Maple Syrup, etc.

txlraett,

V

THE MOREY

MERCANTILE CO
Denver
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At the music hall in question the
orchestra struck up the Marseillaiae.
A tall Algerian rifleman rose from
a front sejt. His right hand was in
a sling and it seemed to embarrass
him. He hesitated an instant and
then his left went up in an impressive
gesture to his red fez. While he
stood there "at attention" a little
trooper in' the blue-retrimmed Belgian cap clapped his hands, jumped to
hla feet and saluted. The entire audience was ur.then and the theater resounded with the Inspiring strains of
the battle hymn.
When the last note died away the
ceiling rang with applause, hut above
the din cries were heard of "La
La Brabanconne!" A big
tear rolled down the cheek of the little Belgian troo-e- r as he listened to
his national anthem, but neither he
nor the Algerian riflemen moved a
muscle.
Th6y stood there "at attention" until the English and Russian
hvnrns had been play-eduntil the
lights faded and the moving pictures
appeared on the ccreen.
Moving pictures are ruthlessly cut
out whenever they strike a lighter
vein than, prescribed bv the auftiori- d
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the East Las Vegas fire department
responded, reaching the conflagration
in record time. The fire fighters showed great ability in the way they handled their equipment, having the blaze
well under control by the time the
West side company had made the long
run to the scene, The E. Romero
Hose and Fire company did not find it
necessary to remain. The building
was a four room single story frame
house of such flimsy construction
that it was Impossible to save it The
interior consisted mainly of canva3
and paper which was consumed at
the first outbreak of the blaze. The
furniture was a total loss, 'and the
building was thoroughly gutted.
The house is the property of J. F.
Oerline, a fireman on the Santa Fe
railroad. It was occupied by the ownfor bookl
onfSredcov?S8er and also by H. E. Klorster, another
Eekmaa Laboratory, Philadelphia
nd E. O. Murphey and Red Crow Santa Fe man. At the time of the
fire last night Oerline was out on his
Drug company.
regular run and Klorster was asleep
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
in bed. A fire was burning In. the
stove. Klorster hurriedly threw on
a few garments and cot out of the
EGGS AND BUTTER
house before the blaze spread suffi
ciently to cut ofU his means of escape.
ventilation around the stove,
STILL GOING UP Defective
situated in the middle room was, In
the opinion of Fire Chief Philips, the
The
TO OFFSET THIS INCREASE, HOW- - cause of the conflagration.
was
house
insured.
SUGAR IS BEGINNING

Treble

7J5fJ'

E

1

ties, and, for the same reason, have I
Had Lung
failed the feeble attempts, that have
been made to bring the cafe concert
and Expected to Die
The
back to life.
about
oiought
u" Alterative
are
(
Orchestral concerts are allowed, but IboutCttta5
atte'i- - Head
too
must conform to the regu
they
lations and the program invariably in
cludes the patriotic airs of the allied
verai.t
the fever had allx-trnations, military marches, marching
songs and generally such familiar airs
had
as call lup elevated sentiments. Ger a?I kind, at P.l,'"iP,a" andtrInne did
""
"and If lZa
man compositions are rigorously barrto himm?tryina
5
1 l.eiran
medicine.
ed.
rourproprietary
'
Alterative. I
h,d
anm
in apite of the small number of i
evening entertainments the audiences 11 11? ' T?d"x 1
healthier
Abbre- are not large and they are chiefly viated.)
(SlKned) Mns. H. K. BHII.lcv.
made up of foreigners remaining in
is moat edacParis. Their attitude, for the most ious ?nani8 Altra,t've
catarrh and
,Un lection, a8nd
M
is
part,
dignified; in the rare cases no
system.
Contains
harmful or
where they have failed to be so the Accept
no substitute. SmalldruK8
size
2.
Sold by lead- rSular place has promptly been closed.
WHte

.

suo-stittut-
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Santa Fe, .Nov. 13. Professor Ar
thur S. Wright and Mrs. Wright of
Cleveland, O.. who are spending some
time in this section studying the In
dians and the cliff dwellings, were
among those who witnessed the an
nual dance at Tesuque Indian pueblo
today, The pueblo is nine miles north
of Santa Fq. Others who registered
at the museum toaay were Marlon
Knight of Bethkhem, N. H., F. C.
EVER,
Goodwin of Kansas. City, Mr. and Mrs.
TO DROP
Harry Siebert Smith of Chicago, H.
VV.
Cummings, Edgar Couger, Miss
The market this week does not
May Cummings and Miss Henrietta show
much change from last Friday.
Martin of Maoomb, HI., who are tourAs was the case then, several varie
ing to southern California in an auto- ties of fresh
vegetables are on dismobile.
play in the local stores and they are
selling at reasonable prices. Fresh
tomatoes from California, celery, cauTHANKSGIVING GM1E
liflower, California head lettuce, carrots and almost every other kind of
PHAGTICALLY SURE vegetable are plentifully displayed. Potatoes are rather cheap and it is the
opinion of the local grocers that they
THE ELKS AND Y. M. C. A. TEAMS will not go up in
price for some time.
WILL CLASH ON THE
One of the merchants is displaying
GRIDIRON
a fine stock of Holland red canbage.
Fresh fruit also is plentiful in quanOrrin Blood announces that the tity and, for this time of year, in vaElks have formally challenged the riety. Several shipments of magnifast Y. M. C. A. football team to a ficent apples have been rec.eived from
gam of football to be played on the neighboring states and they are going
Amusement park grounds Thanksgiv- like the proverbial "hot cakes." Lots
ing afternoon.
of oranges are to be had) at a reasonThe Elks nuniber among their line- able price. California strawberries
up some of the best athletes in this are present in abundance and are sellsection of the state, and although ing at a price no
higher than that
they admit that increased years and charged in the summer. Some New
avoirdupois may te somewhat of a York state chestnuts have been redrawback, they are none the less con- ceived and will sell at 25 cents a
fident of administering a good drub- pound. Japanese
persimmons and
bing to the Y. crowd, which, perhaps some fresh cocoanuts are also on sale.
not unreasonably in view of lta decis. Persian dates and California
figs
ive defeat of the Normal team, have have arrived in
preparation for the
assumed atra said to appear chesty to big Thanksgiving demand! for these
the stars of former flays. .,
dainties.
The Y. has offered the use of its
Housewives will be sorry to learn
gymnasium to the Elks and Manager that toutter Is still going up in price
Blood announces Jhat practice will and
eggs have reached 4t cents a
begin the first of next week. Among dozen. To partially offset this rise.
the men lined out for the Elk aggre- however, sugar is
coming down, at
gation are the Tipton brothers, the the present time 14 or 15 pounds sellWhittemore brothers, Ettinger, Young, ing for $1.
Evans, Joaes, Basserman, Blood and
Some fresh country sausage at SO
other old timers whose feats on the cents a pound, is on sale at one of the
gridiron as Normal and High school stores. Sweet cider is plentiful and
stars are familiar to football fans.
cheap, selling for 50 cents a gallon.
A Thanksgiving Ar.y game which It is the
opinion of the local "eats"
for a long time this fall has seemed merchants that
turkeys will be easily
to be a remote possibility has now obtainable
and reasonable in nrice
become a definite feature of turkey this Thanksgiving, which will be an
day and undoubtedly will be witness- added cause for giving thanks.
ed by a large crowd of enthusiasts
who will thus not be deprived of their
WANT TO BE NURSES
customary football game on the day
London, Nov. 13. Society women
devoted to big gridiron happening".
are begging the authorities for permission to go to the front as nurses.
In many cases the qualifications or
the applicant are small but she reIF CHILD IS CROSS,
gards being a Red Cross nurse as romantic and fascinating and would go
FEVERISH
SICK without thinking
of the serious side
o the matter.
Anecuonai ana emotional nurs
If Tongue Is Coated
Look, Mother!
is the way Sir James Crichtoning"
- Give "California Syrup of
Browne described it in an address beFigs"
fore the Kensington District Nursing
association.
"There is a good deal
Children love this "fruit laxaltive,"
of spurious nursing about this time,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
he went on to say. "1 heard the other
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing day of a fashionable lady who called
to empty the bowels, and the result on a matron at provincial hospital and
said: 'I wish to have a week's trainis, they become tightly clogged with
as a nurse on any terms you like.
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach ing
But
I cannot give more than a week
sours, then your little one becomes
to it, for I want to go to the front
half-siccross,
feverish, don't eat,
"That sort of thing," said Sir James,
sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
full
of cold, has sore throat, "is highly reprehensible, for in no
system
stomach-ach- e
or diarrhoea. Listen, brancs of nursing is consummate skill
Mother! See if tongue Is coated, then required mora than in the management of wounds and the wounded. For
give a teaspoonful of ""California
amateurs to meddle in such
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours matters
is to endanger life and limb."
all the constipated waste, sour bile
and undigested food passes out of the
system, and you have a well, playful
FIRE GUTS HOUSE
child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" because it Is perfectly
OF
F. OERLINE
children love it, and it
harmless;
nevor fails to act on the stomach,
liver and bowels.
bot- BUILDING
IS BADLY DAMAGED
Ask your druggist for a
DESPITE FIREMEN'S QUICK
tle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which has full directions for babies,
WORK
children of all ages and for grownAt 11:30 o'clock last night Las Veups plainly printed on the bottle. Beware of counterfeits sold here. Get gas experienced its third fire within
the genuine, made by "California Fig two weeks when the house at 1005
Refuse any other Tilden avenue was almost destroyed
Syrup Company."
Soon after the alarm was turned In.
kind with contempt. Adv.

Read The Optic Want Ads.

J.

Paekai
Don't Suffer! Get a
of Dr. James' Headache
Powders
You can clear your head and relie
a dull, splitting or violent throbbli
headache in a moment with a E
James' Headache Powder.
time headache relief acts almost ma j
ioally. Send some one to drug sto !
now for a dime package and a fef
moments after you take a powder yc:
will wonder what became of the hea
ache, neuralgia and ipainj. Stop su
fering it's needless. Be sure you g
what you ask for. Adv.
HUGHES TAKES OFFICE
Santa Fe, Nov. 13. L. R. Hughf
this week assiumed his duties as pos
master at Alamogordo, succeeded
M. Hawkins, who Berved 12 years an
will go to Oregon shortly. Mr. Hugh
will retain Miss Bessie Graham as a
siistant postmaster, and Miss Luoi
O'Reilly a clerk.
All eyes
weeky for
ing. It is

are on Philadelphia th
the Federation is mee
conve
a
record-breakin-

g

tion, all around.
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New York Salesrooms
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Meriden
Connecticut

32 Warren Street
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Electric Heaiind
conveniences

05.00
Facts that'll win your favor:
El Radio is a

conveniently portable supplementary heati r
handle at the
weighs but four pounds and has an always-coo- l
top.
Can be used wherever there's a
Doea not vitiate the air of a' room warms the air, doea
r
take the life out of it.
,
'Its cheerful warm glow makes that chilly comer, rn& rc.;.x
or office so comfyt so oozy.
Fine in the bathroom, and when washing baby.
Uses little current cost of operation very low.
Just the thing to use wherever and whenever, e'J
v.tu-gives needed comfort
El Radio measure 10x12x12 inches, is made cf
4 Et- - !,
the outside finished ia polished nickel and bW.fc. lac-JiI
the inside ia polished copper, lacquered to j i.
; ' .
Guaranteed 5 years.
Sm SI Radio, the useful "Utile electric c
r
at our salesroom.
lamp-socke-

t.
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intelligent ballots is untrue. In numerous instances they have shown that
they have decided opinions upon mat
ters of public policy and are perfectly
free to express them. The majority of
them are republicans, but they show
great a tendency to independent
voting as do the citizens of Anglo- Saxon ancestry. It will be remember
ed that in 1911 a large number of
voted the republican, ticket in the first state election
hut voted for the blue ballot amend
ment, which did not have the endorse
ment of the republican party. In this
connection it may be said that the
democrats are heginnlng to see that
that same blue ballot amendment,
which they championed In 1911, is not
an unmixed blessing.
Let any one who thinks the Spanish- American is not Rn, independent voter
watch the result of the local option
comelections in Spanish-Americawhich
almost
invariably vote
munities,
dry in spite of the efforts of the liquor Interests to get their support,:
voters" like
The Spanish-Americaany other class of voters, cast ballots
for men and measures that represent
their views or will further their best
Interests. This doubtless accounts for
their allegiance to; the republican par
ty; not ignorance nor serfdom.
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the
popular pat
terns m Uorham
table silver
One of

Editor

M. M, PADGETT

Spanish-American-

ware stands with
the best products
of the Middlo
Georgian Period
The designers of
that tiuia were
strongly iinpres
sod with pure
Greek and Romnn
forms, invariably
avoiding the ro
coco, the funtiistic and the ornate.
This new Gorham

at East
Entered, at the poetotfic
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States
.nails as second class mattm.
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.TERMS OF SUBSCRITION

Dally, by Carrier

?

One Week
Qna Month
One Year

iiixm

.$6.00
. 3.00

II

:

. 7.00

.

ling Silver
only, and
stamped
with the

. 3.50

One Year
8ix Months

Mark

Lion.An-rho-

I

f

Subscriptions.)
''Beniit by check, craft or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies tree on application.

letter $

quality and
purityot design.

-

Tali PERT
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AT

PAPERS DISCONTINUED

ALL

r

Which insures

'

EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
in New

it

Mexico,

'

:

would he mashed

flatter than an asphalt pavement ere
Advertlsera, are guaranteed the this.
largest daily , and weekly circulation
Educators of the state will say, if
of anv newsnauer in northern New
questioned upon the subject, that, he
Mexico.
republican counties are making jjub
large appropriations for educatiqiaal
purposes and striving as hard to seTELEPHONES
teachers and long
Main 2 cure competent
Business Office
school districts,
foi'the
country
terms
Main
News Department
as are any of the democratic counties.
In San Miguel county, for instance,
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1914.
County Superintendent M. F.. Des
Marais has made tremendous, efforts
to have terms of school in every disan
trict and to secure competent teach
He has
And now comes the declaration that ers to preside over them.
districts
1 he republican party in New Mexico is gone nersonallv into many
opposed to education; that It desires and practically compelled the school
to prevent the success of "every move directors to provide better, school fa
cilities. And San Miguel county is a
toward, enlightening the Spanish-Am-erimid making him an independent republican county, casting the heaviand progressive citizen." The republi- est vote for republican candidates in
can p.trty J3 declared to have "held the state. Dr. Des Marais, a leading
the native people of this state in serf- republican, i one of the leaders In
dom."
the Industrial education movement,
These charges are made by the a movement for the better education
boys and
Santa Fe New Mexican, which, In so of the Spanish-AmericacounIn
to
republican
the
every
another
added
nearly
girls.
has
doing,
only
exheap of accusations thrown by it dur- ty of the state similar conditions'
reist.
the
j"'
ing the past few months upon
n
The statement that the
publican party's shoulders shoulders,
be it said, plenty broad enough to
people of the state are held in
hear the burden. If abuse were cal serfdom and are not progressive, inlable of crushing the republican party dependent citizens capable of casting

unproved ciiakge;

n

n

Spanish-America-

Sufferers From

iS

Indigestion

Should Try

uffy's Pyre Rlalt Whiskey
Wiist Cssisrs Say
Professional etiquette forbids our publishing the names and addresses
of the doctors who wrote the opinions below. They are not testimonials but records of physicians observations, a few of hundreds and
place the same confidence in them as if you had personally heard
the doctors' opinions in consultation.
,
you-ina-

"If I

myself had Lung Trouble of
any character, I would use nothing
but Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey.-- '
:
-- M.D.
:

of Capillary Bronchitis with Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey and it. did, the
work when others failed."
" '

'

.

h.

"Your Malt Whiskey has stood the
test of years. Its value is indicated in

Tuberculosis and as a Stomachic."

M. D.

"Recently had a case of Phttissis
Pulmonaris (Consumption), and although the patient was in the last
stages of the disease, I put her upon
Duffy s Pure Malt Whiskey and there
was marked improvement in the ap
petite and digestion. The evening
fevers gave way and the general temperature became normal."

" I consider
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey one of the best Tonics in all cases
of debility caused by Bronchial Trou-

bles. It will not disappoint if properly
used."
M.D.

"I consider

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey a valuable stimulant in cases of
Exhaustion, General Debility and Impaired Digestion."

M. D.

" C;t

C:::s

cr.J Keep

write,
Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.,
N. Y.

:!..

:

M. D.

IV

Sold in sealed bottles only never
in bulk by most druggists, grocers and dealers, $1.00 a large botRefuse substitutes
tle.
accept
only the original. Medical booklet
and doctor's advice free if you
The

M. D.
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Philadelphia has provided a fund
of $2,000,000 to give jobu to the un
employed this winter. Boston, Chica
go, New York and Milwaukee may
follow suit.
The trustees of the printers' home
at Colorado Springs will meet there
before the end of the month
Plans
for enlarging the bome will be

Saturday
Monday
and

Tuesday

J

$7.50 to 9.50
Wool Coats $5.98

season's best values, best all

iJ?kJlJ

WOMEN'S AND fllSSES'
FALL SUITS

S

.7

iniaJiW'i

Ji

Specially Priced
y

Don't miss this "Bacharach Sale". It's a real bargain event
hosts of smart new Fall Suits offered at great discounts from
?
the former prices.

4

Ifl.:'.

iWmm

-

Suits and Coats worth Suits and Coats worth

IvMMwPmk

$23 50 up to $25

sell for
only

SI 4.75

$27.50 up to $30
sell for
19.50

only;

Suits and Coats that formerly sod from $32 50
will be on sale for
to $45.00, good fall. styles,
'
:'
"

'

;

'

-
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V
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i OFF ALL DRESSES
For Women and Hisses
We Have Certainly Cut the Prices
New Trimmed Hats for only

$5.50 Skirts

$3.79
Every one a most recent arrival
came in the newest tailored models
pleated effects. Made of. finest quality Invisible striped wool suitings.
Best $5.50 value

$4.98
One look will convince you that we have more than cut the price
on all our this season's millinery. The hats here specially are composed of this season's prettiest models high grade shapes richly,
yet artistically adorned with this season's prettiest of trimmings
Scores of nifty creations from which to select. VALUES $6.50 to $8,

1379

Special
Choice.

Choice

$4.08

Youi Winter Shoe Supply Bargain Priced
$4.50 Ladies

$3-4-

Shoes. Pair

A

saving of at least one dollar on
here.

ery pair purchased

Girls "Hi"
Top Shoes

9

n

ev-

Saturday,

Monday, and Tuesday, Ladles' Dress
s
Shoes, in Datent calf
and

mat kid tops.
guaranteed

w ith'

These shoes are made over foot
form lasts of extra good quality calf
skin, gun nu'tal or Russian calf, sizes'
12
to 2, are always1 sold at $2.85,

Special

$4:50

pair,

$2.39

per pair,

'either cloth or

SPECIALS

very pair
"
value: This sale,

All sizes,

$2.39

'

semi-Dres-

i

U,'. I ni

IN BOYS'

SHOES

,

1

1

lf ftfade" of
' Sizes

$3.49

Sizes

solid leather;' lace style only
9 to UY iink values;'. .'. . .$1.39

l'to B,

$2.25

values...

$1.75

EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAIN
50c

They are suggesting cutting wages
In many places as a means' of booming
business. - Chicago contractors are es-

t

J

1

wool materials, in good conservative
It's really a wonderful bargain lot of
models. It's a splendid opportunity to get new winter coats in splendid styles and
a really .beautiful suit at PQ 7C made to sell at $7.S0, 8.50 CJC QQ
WU.aO
and 9.50. Special
this low Drice

4

r at'

'

i

a'

The British Government ' is aiding
workers through the unions, by rea,
proportion of
funding
large
amounts paid out- by the organizations
to its jobless members.

ii ilia

'

c.

r

.

0000Q,00

pecially urging this measure
boom to building.

S I :A

$15 to 25 Suits $9.75

lih?"'l

or .kid 'leather'
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
.V ".; :

l-2-

!
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joining such fraternities when she
reaches college. Such is the edict of
the congress of the National Pan-He- l
lenic, representing 70,000 college frat
ernity women in America. ' The con
gress was recently held in New York,
and will meet again in San Francisco
next year.
For it was decreed that high school
girls were too young to be members
of such secret organizations.
Their
conduct, it was charged, led to the
formation of undesirable cliques, de
veloped snobbishness In many instan
ces, and many girls became members
against the wishes and without the
knowledge of their parents. The high
school frat was condemned as not
necessary.
The decision of the college women
to put the younger "frats" out of bus
iness caused no little dissatisfaction
among the younger women, and all
are watching the result of the ultima
tum.
r

i

NV

.

fro

AJ?K FT

'

ONE MORE DAY TO QUIT FRATS
Every American high school girl
who is a member of a "frat'' must have
her resignation in by tomorrow night,
under penalty of 'being barred from

0

hatps. Our regular
7 c
quality but lots of
merchant! sell them at
Good assort- - jl-8
ment of colors, specialU

E.LASVEGAS.

f'r

tonight, when ship's officers, headed
by Captain Jose Moneta, entertain the
officers of the Boston navy yard and
fortifications. The ship is decorated
for the event and many civilians including ipublic officials, are included
in the ship's visitors.

i
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r

i
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Apron CheckGing--

Irresistible Coat and Suit Values

ARGENTINE SAILORS ENTERTAIN
Boston, Nov. 13. The Argentine'
battleship Rivitdavia, recently built at
Qutncy, Mass., makes her social debut

"I have treated a number of cases

,

2L

WITH HUNDREDS OP EXTRA SPECIAL BARGAINS
Every woman in Las Vegas and vicinity will want to get in on
these sale prices and we advise that you come prepared to buy.

gia state fair, and Governor John M.
Slaton was "'the" guest of honor. Mrs
Slaton accompanied-Ah- e
grve.rnojr,jand
members of his staff also made lip the
county
visiting party. Twenty-on- e
exhibits and 1,500 individual exhibits
by coin cluba make the fair a record
breaker and the attendance this year
exceeds ail past, records.

one-side- d

ft

Days

....
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r
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STORE OF QUALITY"
t
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u (rh
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WAR IN BASEBALL
Chicago, Nov. 13. Another season
of baseball war was predicted today
by President Gilinore of the Federal
league, discussing the reported, failure of Charles Waegeara andAtgust
Hermann , to-- agree on terms for the
sale of ih jbuW to the' former. According to Gilmore, the peace terms
which organized baseball would imto be attractive
pose are too
to the Federals, who, their president
said, are prepared for war.
Gilmore declared the Federal league
was anxious for peace and ready to
make reasonable concessions, but. declined to give up everything.

1

.1

.

newest and latest
styles often, two or three
months ahead of others.

S
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GEORGIA PRODUCTS SHOWN
Macon, Ga,, .Nov. .13. Today was
"Georgia products day" at the Geor

and

$2-0-

Ladies' Home
Journal Patterns

..'

Trade

(Cash In Advance for Mail

'

Ill

13, 1914.

n

ate to Colonial
and Georgian
J'UuW
dining rooms.
r. St.'
Vvv . Made in Ster

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

WEEKLY

sisin- -

plieity and is es
pecially appropri

Daily, by Mail
One Year (In advance)...
Six Months (In advance).,
One Year (In arrears)
6Ix Months (in arrears)..

these

dards, attracts by
its classic sim

.16
65
. 7.80

f

n

pattern, modeled
''

.05

Per. Copy

a

NOVEMBER

Kayser's Leatherette Gloves,
Made In the kid glove style of best
wear
grade leatherettes better for
Well
Two
style.
kid.
clasp
than real
worth 75c. Any size, per pair.... 50c
.
75c Corsets, 49c
As an extra special we offer a high
standard make corset of good grade
coutil in medium bust and medium
or long hip nicely finished. Sizes 19
49c
to 23. Special 75q quality
Silk Petticoats $1.79
l!est Mescaline Silk Petticoats perfect fitting. Come in Mack, green,
Copenhagen, navy and brown; special

tmrchase: all

at

lengths

$2.7a

values $2.00 Wool Vests and Drawers $1.45
If you are in need of good, warm un-

Women's Wool Sweaters $1.98
Of good quality wool yarn heavy rib- ted have large rolling collar, come
in gray, cardinal, navy and wine, $2.75
value. Special
75c Boys' Union Suits 59c
Winter weight fleeced union suits, ia
sizes from 6 to 16 years. Superior
..59c
made garments. Each
L L Muslin at 6c a Yard
A good quality of Jj h brown muslin,
36 Inches wide offered as a leader at,
6c
per yard
$1-9-

garments don't
derwearwomen's
fail to take advantage; of this offer.
1
Special, per garment.-- . ... i .... $1 .45
$2.79
$4.00 Quilts
Something new, pretty patterns, fancy
centers with plain borders to match.
Maximum warmth, minimum weight
A splendid $4 value. Spiecal at. .$2.79
Manhattan Shirts, 98c
Men, think- - of a genuine Manhattan
Shirt, guaranteed not- to fade, In all
sizes and worth $1.75 all over the
98c
United States being' Hold at

Store Open
Evenings
November
14, 16
n
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FINEST

Puritan Sanitary
Laundry

ADY-TO-WE-

Our Greatest Ambition

1201

PERSONALS
Carl J. Olson of Denver was here
today on business.
W.. JH. Scott arrived today from, his:
home in SanAa Fe.
A. P. Ware arrived on No. 1 today
from, Lamar, Colo.
H. A. Van Houten came in last
night from Shoemaker.
Luciano Maes, arrived today from
ills ranch at Maes, N. M.
Zlsha Weilman came in from Monte
Vista, Colo., for a short visit.
M. Pajltenghe,
a notary public of
Wagon Mound, was a visitor here today.
Myron Porges came a from Albuquerque this morning on a business
trip.
Mrs. L H. Kroenlg arrived yesterday from Watrous for a short shopping visit.
Paul H. McGuire arrived last night
from Trinidad for a sho.rt stay on business.
Napoleon Fontaine and W- - G. Hay-do- n
left for Denver last night on a
business trip.
Jose Gutierrez, a rancher from Las
Ventanas, canje to town on business
this morning.
Bias Sanchez, editor of the Wagon
Mound Pantagraph, was here on business this morning.
John B. Tkvls arrived in town yesterday from San.ta Fe to spend a few
days here on business.
Hugo C. Hauter of Albuquerque
came in on business Jast night. He
represents the Hart Schaffner & Marx'
clothing concern.

that sells the Finest. Highest

National Ave

Frank HiiH, special officer for the
8anta"Fe" railroad, was in Las Vegas
this afternoon. He will go west this
evening.
?Sydj: Smith, who has been spending
a few weeks at La Cueva, returned
this afternoon and ' will Resume his
residence at St Anthony's sanitarium.
Mai Krause and Walter Cayot drove
to Mora this morning in Cayot's automobile. Mr. Krause has been visiting
here since Tuesday evening.
Dan Blum of San Francisco, a furnishing salesman, arrived here today
and called on the trade. Mr. Blum is
well known here, having visited this
city in his business capacity for the
last 25 years.
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
TOCll
OFFICE

AND LOOK OVER OUR. FALL AND
WINTER LINK OF SUITS & OVERCOATS

.

Kos-mins-

rr.

Gnei-sena-

Men's Suits, Overcoats, Ladies' Suits and Coats, Shoes, Rubbers and
Overshoes, Underwear for everybody. Blankets and Comforts, Men's and
Boys' HatS and Caps, Furs, Men's and Ladies' Furnishings, Yard Goods,
etc.

Vessels Take Supplies
Valparaiso, Chile, Nov. 13. The
German cruisers Leipzig and Dresden
steamed into Valparaiso harbor this
morning, and at once started taking on
supplies, of provisions.

Going hand

Dros. tn

Turkish Transport Lost
London, Nov. 13. An official dispatch from Constantinople reaching
London by way of Berlin confirms
the recent Russian statement
that i Russian fleet has sunk' three.
Turkish transports in the Black sea.
TJie Constantinoplo report admits
that there has been no news of these
ships since they left the Turkish capital a week ago. It adds that as the
vessels were near Songuldak on the
Black sea the day this place was
bombarded it is possible that they
Were, attacked by the Russian squadron;'
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and hand with the nice saving in price

you make when
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lien's Suits SOvereoals

Lsdies Suits

&

Coals

Displaeyd in our windows are
some of the Excellent Bargains
we, are showing. You will see
$10.00 value Mep's

Suits.w.i:;l7.90

f 12.50 .value Men's
15.00 value Men'sSuits..
$20.00 values Men's Suits-.$16.jSuit-r--.9.-

112.50
$15.00

90

t

$12.50

$18.00
$20.00

50

value Suits
.6
to $18.00 values?
to $20.00 Values
to $25.00 values.
..&-U.-j,W-

German Submarine Sunk
Paris, Nov. 13, A special from Dun
kirk states thatajYench torpedo boat
sank a German" submarine I off West-endThe submarine, it apBelgium.
pears was tryijxlio torpedo the French
warship when the latter's commander
caught sight jf fier periscope, put on
full speed and Charged down on the
A large
enemy, which disappeared.
quantity of oil rose to the surface,
marking the spot where the subroa- -

.

$14.75
$16.50

Men's Overcoats and Ladies'
Coats will be found at about the
same prices for proportionate
values We can fit out the Boys
and Girls also.
,

ON THE

PLAZA

:

H
l

LAS VEGAS,

N. M.

YOUR
SUIT
For Fall and Winter should b
ordered now.
We' have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com-

Sensational ovidence of a bank trying to force merchants into an antiunion association in Stockton, Crllf.,
was recently presented to the federal
commission on industrial relations lu
San Francisco.
The Switchmen's Union has brought
an interting ult in Texas against the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and
six railroads.
The switchmen claim
they were: refused employment because of contracts, and they seek to
annul the agreements.

prising all the latest weaves, and

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

riUB BilllK.

Fighting Less Violent
Paris, Nov. 13. The French official
announcement given out in Paris this
afternoon says that from Lys to the
sea the fighting has been less violent
than on previous days. Saveral efforts of the Germans to cross the Yser
were checked.
Generally speaking yie French positions have been maintained and the
German attacks around Ypres were reThe French forces in the
pulsed.
north are described as holding positions close to the barbed,
vvlrp en- '
.
.
laugieuieu is vi me enemy . . jj;
Slight progress on other parts of
the battlefront'is reported, as well as
thg capture of a German detachment
j by a surprise attack.
-- The text of the communication
fol
i lows:
1
...
H
"From the sea coast, as far as tie1
has been of a lees
Lys, the figiu-a- g
Violent
character, than on previous
days. Several efforts of the Germans
to reach the Vser canal, at the western outlet from Dixmude afed at other
points of passage in the Amont district were checked. Generally speak
ing our positions have been maintain
ed without change. To the north, to
the east and ta the South of Ypres at
tacks of the enemy were repulsed at
the end of the day, at different points
of our line and that of the Drltlah
'
;
army.
."From the, region , to tie east of
Armentieres and as far da the Oise
there have heen artiflery exchanges
and action of minor importance.
"In the course of the last few days
of foggy weather our troops have not
ceased to make progress little by little. They are today established a
most everywhere at distances vary
ing from 300 tq BOO pi'tters from the
network of barbed yire entanglements
of the enemy.
"To the north of the Aisne we have
l,
taken possession, of Trace y
but with the exception of the cemetery to the northeast of this village.
We have made slight progress to the
cast of Tracey-le-Mon- t
and to the
southeast of Nouvroti, as well as between Croupy and Vregny, and to the
northeast of SoIsrods..
"In the vicinity of ValDy a counter
atlack by the Germans, delivered
against those of our troops who liaii
retaken CShavor- e a, I I
r, was re
I

I

Le-Va-

A CHANCE

MS.

KANSAS

of the sanitarium committee.
Mr. McGee is in Denver to attend a
attended
failure
the
pulsed. Equal
German
lefforts in the environs of meeting of the supreme council of the
order, at which It is said the location
of
the hospital will be selected.
a
"In the Argonne there has been
violent artillery dueL
A HAY SHORTAGE
.."There has been minor progress in
the vicinity of St Mihiel and in the Chicago, Nov. 13. Alarm over a
shortage of hay in Chicago, by reason
region of
"A surprise attack delivered by our of the quarantine was expected by
troops against the," villages of Val and dealers today. Hay, which sold at $17
a ton last week, today cost ?20. This
Chatillon, near
made it possible for us to capture a city requires 1,000 tons of feed a day,
but yesterday's reeclpts were 300
detachment of the enemy.
tons.
The supply at present is suffi"A German attack directed against
ten days and unless the
cient
for
reMarie
Saint
the heights of lloumt
which is scheduled to last
quarantine,
sulted in failure.
60 days, is modified, It is said that the
"It is reported that snow is begin situation will
speedily become acute.
ning to fall on the heights of ttoe
Vosges mountains."
BENZ MAY DIE s
c.

Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $10,ll
western,
steers $79.75; calves $610.
Sheep, receipts 3,000. Market strong.
Lambs ?S9.25; yearlings $6.25
7.50.
CHICAGO

Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

condi
Batesville, Ind., Nov.
tion of Joe Benz, Chicago White Sox
pitcher, who has been ill with typhoid
fever at his home here for a week, had
not improved today.

NOV. 14th
AND WEEK FOLLOWING
$1,51) set of three Aluminum Sauce Pans with handles, three sizes.
15c for 35c Counter Brushes.
15c for 35o Toilet Bowl Brush.
5c for 3 Mouse Traps, worth 15c
ISc and 35c Amberoid Tooth

95c for,

,

6Gc

'
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WOOL, HIDES Q PELTS, LU!"
CAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO CI
:

M. C. A.

N. M,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Peeos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Howe, K. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Wholes al? Grocer?

;

Opposite tiie Y.

East Las Vettas.

sip."
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stoue
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GROSS KELLY & C A
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THE

68;
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May 71
May
Pork, Jan. $19.20; May $1965.
Lard, Jan. $10.45; May $10j60.
Ribs, Jan. $10.25; May $1057.

OFFICERS AND MHKCTOIid
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vioe-PreClarence Wen. Secy. 4, Tre&s.
Donald Steward,
(
C. C. Robbins,

h
27x54 Inches.
$14.95. for $20 Axminster 9x12 l
Rugs.
$9.95 for $15 Tapestry 9x12 ft,
Rugs.

OFTRADE

'

Important
Bear in mind that Chamberlain"
Tablets not only move the bowels but
STOCK EXCHANGE TO OPEN
improve the appetite and strengthen
New York, Nov. 13. The New York the digestion. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
stock exchange probably will resume
regular business with the beginning
You will like their positive action.
of the new year unless unexpected obstacles are encountered. This state- They have a tonic effect on the bowment is made on. high authority and els, and give a wholesome, thorough
13 the result of a series of conferences
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
recently held between officials of the Stir the liver to healthy activity ami
exchange i.ndr leading financial Inter- keep stomach sweet Constipation,
ests of 'the' cQuntij,'
, , tA
headache, dull, tired feeling sever affect those who use Foley Cathartic
WANTED Clean cotton rags at Tablets. Only 23c. O. G. Sct;afer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Optic office.

FOR SATURDAY

for $1 Floor Brushes, 14 1p.
with long handles.
E9u for $1 Cobbler Sets.
35c for 60c enameled Foot Tubs.
69c for white enameled $1.00
Pails, 10 quart.
27c for 25 and 40 watt Mazda
Lamps.
9c for 15o bottle Peroxide.
45c for 75c Mahogany Serving
Trays; with handles.
$1.95 for $2.50 Axminster Rugs,

BOARD

Chicago, Nov. 13. Exporters buying
future deliveries put strength into the
wheat market today. The opening,
which varied from Va off to VaVi
advance, was followed iby a moderate
sag all around, and later a rise higher than before. The close was firm at
to iya net decline.
to 1
Corn swayed with wheat. After
opening a shade down to a like amount
up, the market kept within a quarter
either way last night's level. The
cent
close was steady
S to
under last night
Oats showed firmness compared
with corn.
Lack of support artowed provisions
tftjWtwltjfiflrtjiTM closing quotations:
Wheat, Dec. 1.14; May 1.21.

13.--T-

Brushes,,

LIVE STOCK

$6.257.25.

FOR US?

Denver, Colo., Nov. 13. Co'orado,
New Mexico, Arizona ' and southern
California are being considered by the
Loyal Order of Moose as locations for
Its proposed $2,000,000 tuberculosis
sanitarium, according to Charles A.
McGee, of San Diego, Calif., chairman

LEWIS

CITY

Kansas City, November 13. Hogs,
receipts 13,000. Market steady. Bulk
?7.507.90; heavy ?7.'607.90; piga

.

TAILOR

Berry-au-Ba-

MARKETS

1

Cur-man-

e,

'(''

$1,2,50

AN AERIAL DUEL

Paris, Nov. 13. A thrilling encoun
ter between eight aeroplanes; four
German, two French and two British,
occurred in the vicinity ' of Ypres.
The German! machines were destroyed
finally by artillery and the officers
they carried were killed.
The Germans were seen aproaching
to reconhoiter the lines of the allies.
The French and British airships immediately ascended to meet them. For
some time the air craft circled about
each other, rising and descending
while machine guns spattered bullets
among them.
Suddenly the four allied aeroplanes
made a swift dash toward th oir trenches and were followed, by the
who too late , discovered the
feint and perceived &e perils of the
situation only when shrapnel burst
about them. In a few, minutes the
four German aeroplanes crashed to
earih.

at right prices.

'

buying shoes of us, is our own guarantee of satisfaction, which means
much to you, because It assures you of satisfactory wear. This is an
important factor, especially in the matter of shoes.

Zo.

Vice-Preside-nt

Treasurer

;

;

ScWoa

..President

..
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

'
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.

H, W. KELLY
;D. T. HOSKINS

vic-int- y

I

THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK

WITH

II

WAR

I

$30,000.00

WM. G. HATDON

iGREENBERGER

GOODS PLAINLY MARKED.
NO PRICE JUGGLING
H:
When Buying Here. You May Feel Assured
That The Price is Night (And That Everyone Gets That Same Price.

?

Y.

Cashier.

tA& VEGAS
INTEREST PAID 'DN .TIME DEPOSITS

Invito you to Gail

According to official announcement
news regiven out in Berlin today,
of hosarena
eastern
ceived from the
tilities' 'fenows that matters are. procavceeding fafbrSMyF' The Rustajf
defeated
prewere
which
alry forces
the
in
losses
with
heavy
viously
of Kolo, 40 miles northeast of
(Continued From Page One.)
Kalisze, Russian Poland, resumed their
offensive movements and swinging to
etc. We have made numerous prison- - tne southward were again repulsed tq
ers, the exact number of which has tne eaBt 0( Kalisze. This, the an- not yet been ascertained
Inouncement says, removes any pos- " 'Apart from the
cavalry fighting gii,je danger of an invasion of Silesia.
k
in which we were successful at
against a Russian cavalry corps,
no important fighting took place yesGerman Cruiser 8een
terday in, the northeastern arena of
the war. We repulsed one of the enLima, Peru, Nov. 13. The watchman
emy's reconnoiterlng parties, which on the light house at Port- - Corral,
on Wednesay,
was endeavoring to obtain information Chile, reports that
of our movements'
November 11, he saw six cruisers
"A report fromi Constantinople, tran- steaming south. His opinion was that
slated literally, reads as follows:
they were German cruisers. He could
" 'With God's help the enemy has not identify them definitely, but bebeen forced, to evacuate his positions lieved that the Scharnhorst, the
and is retreating along the entire
and possibly the Leipzig were
front,-- jjiursued by us on all sides."
among them.

:..

D. T. Hoskins,

V

Vice-Preside-

5

Made Easy

rile

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

This we have done and the medium through which we have
accomplished this is Hart Schaf'
fner and Marx Clothes.

Winter Buying
f

r.hl
Gra.de Cloth-

In order to have it kaown as that
kind of a store we must first
MAKE IT that kiod of a store,

2L

Wis

7Sr

ing obtainable.

;

Phone MeJn 267

$50,000.00

WADE

year-clothin- g

L

SURPLUS

a-- -

Are you suffering the inconvenience, extra expense and
unsanitary fumes oj a wash day In your home? Worse
to some one's home to be
still, do you send
washed 'mid'st cooling and living odors? Compare our
SANITARY methods:. Get , our prices on "Wet Wash":

and "Rough Dry."

CLOTHES

AR

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
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despondency Due to Indigestion
is not at all surprising that persons w o have indigestion become
Here
discouraged and despondent.
are a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In
diana, Pa. "For years my digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
lightest foods. I tried everytthjing
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of them, djd I find jthe
right treatment I soon began to improve, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion 1b fine." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

15he
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OPTIC

LOBBY

RESTAUBANT

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
fffiS BSS7 GOODS OBTAI NABL9 ALWAYS HANDLE!

CHAPMAN

COLUM

LODGE NO. I, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
A. M. Regular comevening each
munication first ami month at W. O. W. hull. Visiting
Is brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
each month. Ylaitln Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

Mothers cordially in
Pettea, Secretary,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-ula-

conclave second Tue-dey In each mcnth at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, E. C; Chat. Tamme, Recorder.

L

CROUP
Compound

Foley's Honey ana Tar
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages end stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley"
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

OF

vited. Guy M, Gary. W. M., H. 8. Van KNIGHTS

1.

MASTERS

IW

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

UAQT

Xbe workmen's compensation law
becomes operative in Ontario on Jan.

POSITIVELY

AND

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
FOR CLASIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

COLUMBUS,

COUN

CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
Pioneer bunlding. Visitinf membera
are cordially invihed Richard Devlne,
G. K; Frank Angel, F. S.
GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
OR. F. M. HUXMANN
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
Dentlat
cation first Monday In each
Dental work of any description at
month at Maaonio Temple
Five cents per line euch insertion.
moderate prtce
at 7:30 p. m, p. A. Brlnegar,
Estimate six ordinary wordjs to a line,
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre Room 1, Center Block. Offlce Phone
No ad to occupy less space than two
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
tary.
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O.
Adv.
O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
LOCAL
without regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at
(Secretary Wilson o the department Cash in advance preferred.
their hail on Sixth street. All vising
of Labor is against compulsory arbiCast Bound
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Arrive
Dean
tration, believing it is unfair to workJi. Friedenstine, N, G.;
A. T. Rogers,
7:41 a. fe
1:20 p. m
men.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
11:11 P, &
No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgeock,
1:11 a. ft
1:25 a. m
No.
Girl for general house
Jn damp, chilly weather there is al- WANTED
Cemetery Trustee.
I:M a. &
1:15 p. m
No.
work. Apply 125 Fourth street
ways a large demand for BALLARD'S
Watt Bouni '
SNOW LINIMENT because many
B. P.
ELKS Meets second and
Arrive
Depart
people who know by experience its WANTEDA good reliable girl for
fourth Tuesday evening of each
1:15 p. &
great relieving power in rheumatic
general housekeeping. Apply 1016 month Elks' home on Ninth street No. 1.... 1:J0 p. m
1:35 a. m..... :4 a.
Fifth street.
aches and pains, prepare to apply it
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No.
4:11 p. &
No. t..Tt 4:20 p. m
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
?:
m
No.
1:15
p. B- and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Ce- WANTED Reliable woman for cook er, Exalted
p.
Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
ntal Drug Co. Adv.
ing and general housework. Apply cretary.
Mrs. J. S. Clark, 1117 Eighth street,
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
The steel mil's are starting up in
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
They hang on all winter if not
Pennsylvania, and fully 20,000 men go
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In checked, and pave the way for serious
back to work thia week.
i'ue steel
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the throat and lung diseases. Get a botFOR RENT Three room house fur first and
outlook, is good.
third Mondays of each tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Comnished, light and water in house. month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers pound, and take it freely.
Stops
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
Apply Clement Curio Store.
and Ladies always welcome.' O. L. coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
There Is such ready action In Foley
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont throat, loosens the phlegm and la
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
Best for children
laxative
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, mildly
from the very first dose. Backache,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
weak, core kidneys, painful bladder
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
and irregular action disappear with FOR SALE Pony mare and colt, $25,
Adv.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
A bargain. 8. Powers.
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly re
Best Cough Medicine for Children
NO
BROTHERHOOD
SALE OR RENT Typewriters, FRATERNAL
covering her health and strength, due FOR
102 Meets every Monday night 1
"
"Three years ago when 1 was living
all makes, best terms; patronize
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue ai in
W.
Pittsburgh one of my children had
home trade.
E. Bataks, Vegas
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
8 o'clock.
members are cor a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Visiting
926
101,
Fourth.
Adv.
dially welcome. Js T. Buhler, Presl i upon the advice of a amggist i pur
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; chased a bottle of Chamberlain's
FOR
SALE
620
residence
at
Co
The United States has 6,000,000 fac
My
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
Cough Remedy and It benefited him
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will
tory workers and 1,600,000 railroad
once. I find It the best cough medat
to
S.
Lewis.
(pay you
workers. Britain's railroads, employ
investigate. E.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA icine for children because it is pleas600,000 men.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly ant to take. They do not object to
PUBLIC SALE Milch cows at Papen
ranch one mile south of town, Fri Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayetto Tuck,
A tight feeling In the chest accom
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at Homer City, Pa. This remedy conday, November 20. Anthon Suhr.
panied by a short, dry cought, indi8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. tains no opium or other narcotio, and
cates an inflamed condition in the
Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- may be given to a child as confidently
To
relieve it buy the dollar
lungs.
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
Adv.
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
you get with each bottle a
homesteads; advance inforfree DERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR
mation; counties Sain Miguel, GuadOUS PLASTER for the chest The
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sjrup relaxes the tightness and the
RATES

TlilE USD

Wanted

I....

I....
1V..

a

I....

I..,.

For Rent

for Czlo

r.lisccIanccuo

ST-PU-

E

plaster draws out the inflammation.
It 13 an ideal combination for curing
colds settled in the lungs. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.

sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

Adv.

The railroads
employees.

ANDRES
4u

SANDOVAL,

Executors.

India pension their

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
There are; many times when one
man questions another's actions and
motives. Men act differently under
different circumstances.
The question is, what would you do right now
If you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Couch Remedy is worth its
weight In gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv

MOEY

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

D. Ci

The United Mine Workers claim it
Remarkable Cure of Croup
costs Colorado a million dollars to
"Last winter when my little boy had
"defend" property that pays only croup I got him a bottle of Chamber
twelve thousand.
Iain's Cough Remedy. I honestly believe it saved his life," writes Mrs.
C I T R O L A X
J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It cut the
CITROLAX
phlegm and relieved ' his coughlu
CITROLAX
spells. I am most grateful for what
rsest ining pr constipation, bout this remedy has done for him." For
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow- sale by all dealers. Adv.
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau in tne. Probate Court. San Mieuol
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
County, New Mexico.
sweet and wholesome.
Ask for Cit
In the matter of the estate of Julian
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Sandoval, deceased.
Drug Store. Adv.
To Whom it May Concern: Notice
is hereby given that the final
Three million American employees of the executors in the above repoit
entitled
work from 54 to 60 hours a. week.
estate has been filed in said court and
the 4th day of January, 1915, has been
When your food does not digest set by the court for the
hearing of
well and you feel "blue," tired and
objections to the same and the final
discouraged, you should use a little settlement of said estate.
HERBINE at bedtime. It ojiens the .Witness
my hand and the seal
bowels, purifies the system and re- said court this 5th
day of October,
stores a fine feeling of health and en- D., 1914.
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
CELSA S. SANDOVAL,
Drug Co.
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WANTED
Optic office.

S

CO

Si
Ik

Clean

cotton

rags

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pound
1,000 pound
200 pounds
50 pounds

Less than

50

or More, each dllvery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1.080 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery.....
pounds, each delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

.....

100

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

iFINQ WHAT YOU WANT

WANT ADS

AND

-

SELL WHAT YOU OONTWANI
at

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
V

'CIS

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT AD3 are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

SATIS-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

13, 1914.
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T ME
To pierce yovir order for those

o

O

a new and com
W: haveline
of samples,
plete
anv one of which would
delight the most fastidious
tastes. They come i n
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending with-othe name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
e

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED

WITIIABOXOF

8 EMBOSSED STAT1DERY

j

ut

fB:a3

Si

E

mi

furnish it in white
Woorcancolors
embossed to

your order in script wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lettmonograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yoi
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends viponitho style, lc.
er
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

ITi!

reaspartment, and when congress
a
special apsembles In December,
asked.
will
be
propriation

LOSSES

ME 57,000

LINEUP IS
STRONG

Strawberries

n

Cauliflower
Celery

"

J. II.

Send your work to Frenchy's
Phone Main 35. Adv.

the steeple lack, is at work
fixing up the smokestack of the Crys
Call central for Frenchy Transfer, tal creamery.
Phone Main 35. Adv.
The Midway garage has just receiv- a new welding plant and is now
ed
Don't forget the Methodist bazaar
to do welding of all kinds.
prepared
16.
November
dinner
and chicken
Adv.

4 for 25c
THE CASH GROCER

SPECIAL SALE
To make room for the goods we have in our store room we are going to, offer everything In our store at cost price with the exception of a few articles where the manufacturer sets the price.
Every article is of the very best quality and workmanship not a
single article but what Is new and

This Sa.le is for Cash Only.
SALE STARTS NOVEMBER 12th
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

511 Sixth St.

Phone Vegas 114

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW MEXICO.

MODERATE

PRICES

YolFJlodern Womnn

)'

lis:)

v

v

day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

..,

W, O. Wood, fcooRkeeper

i

Of

Tbe Best

Of

Everyliog Eatable

,

r?
7

we

Leex-v-

your order with us for your

Thanksgiving Turkey.
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111iE

GBAAF

I

HAYUAHO

CO.

STOOE

reamer;- -.
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aiLi win,
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Jap a Lack for anywhere or anything about the house 'is still the
hff-- t
varnish made. We have it in all sizes and colors. Prices absolutely the same as in any eastern city.
EVERYTHING; IN BRUSHES

i

L. W.

!

VT'H.trew!

Alia lose

at

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Tomorrow is pay day for the rail
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
road
employes. Pay day regularly
Adv.
course.
you. At the Lobby, of
comes on the fifteenth of each month
The last episode of Lucille Love at but inasmuch as November 15 falls on
the Browne tonight only. Don't fail Sunday salaries will be paid on Sat
to see the finish. Read story in to- urday.
night's Optic. Adv.
"Scotty" Smith, the local contractor,
has
sold his motorcycle. He says that
church
The Ladies of the Methodist
will hold their annual bazaar Monday his blessing and all the accident insurance in his possession went with
November 15, at 507 Sixth street.
the sale. "The new owner will need
Adv.
the insurance now; I won t," said Mr,
Smith today.
a
Gabriel-Itand
Juan Sanchez, aged 39,
Martinez, aged 28, have applied at
According to the report of Volunteer
the court house for a marriage license. They are both from El Tuloso. Observer Lewis of the Normal University the lowest point of temperature
Dr. C. S. Losey and Manuel llenri- - reached yesterday was 20 degrees.
The highest was ftj degrees.
quez returned yesterday from a hunt
were
Trementina.
to
They
ing trip
Although today was Friday the
successful, getting about 60 quail.
thirteentih The Optic did not come
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of San Mi across anyone who had experienced
guel county, has Issued a marriage li particularly bad luck. But, of course,
26, this paper didn't send a man to Incense to Santiago Medina, aged
and Emilia Trujillo, aged 26, both of terview the sultan and the kaiser.
Tecolote.
There are only two more days for
local
sportsmen to kill a deer. The
and
of
Various kinds
fancy work
closes on Sunday. Few huntplain sewing at the Methodist Bazaar
November 16 at E07 Sixth, street Also ers have been successful in getting
first class chicken dinner and supper, one of the elusive animals on account
of the extreme dryness that has preprice 10c to 35c. Adv.
vailed, causing the deer to keep well
The city council will hold a regular up in the mountains.
session tonight in the council cham
The engagement of Miss Caroline
bers at the city hall. The meeting
will begin at 8 o'clock, at which hour Harberg of Cleveland, N. M., to Walt is expected that all members will ter Vorenberg of Wagon Mound has
been
announced. No definite date
be present.
has been set for the wedding, but it
The dance that occurred at O. R. C. is!. thought by friends of the couple
hall last night was a success. The that it will occur in the early spring.
affair was under the direction of J. Both Miss Harberg end Mr. VorenE. Rosenwald Lodge I. O. B. B. About berg are well known here.
50 couples were present and all enDr. Frank IL H. Roberts,
joyed themselves to the fullest extent.
president
of
the New Mexico Normal University,
the
During
evening refreshments were
has received a letter from W. D. Rust
served.
...
of San Simon, Ariz., asking if any perTravelers along the scenic highway son here is interested in obtaining a
were held back yesterday when a position as land surveyor in a newly
bridge along the route gave way. The settled country."' Any "one desiring
damaged bridge is located just a little further details should ctommunicate
distance this side of the high point. immediately with Mr. Rust.
Road Commissioner Robert J. Taupert
This morning Charles H. Brown
has sent a gang of men to thespot
died at his homie on North Eighth
to put in a new bridge.
street. Mr. Brown came here two
The 'New Mexico Normal University months ago for the benefit of his
la going through an epidemic or'bchool health, from Monterey, O where he
songs. Following the song composed was located as a merchant. His death
to the tune of Dixie the other day, was caused by pulmonary tubercuH
Miss Amelia Turner, a former Normal-ite- , sis. He Is survived by a widow. The
has composed aset of words to body, accompanied by Mr. Brown, will
be sung to the tune of "Onward Chris leave on train No. 2 tonight for Montian Soldiers." Miss Turner took her terey. The Page Furniture and Un:
degree of master of pedagogy at the dertaking company has charge of preNormal this year.
paring the body tor its journey.
.

knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
Is the cheapest. That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

,

who has been Ilfeld's hardware store, was indisposill with penumonia for the past week, ed this morning and could not get
down to work. He is suffering with
is reported as Improving.
a severe cold.
Si

FAT

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.

,

Mrs. N, B. Roseberry,

ilOLLAND M1LKNER

EC

C. Doll,

Adv.

Say! Tray O Hearts.

Store

and

YORK

Grocer and Baker

North-

Liti3fyi
Everything

war

AND HOUSE PAINTS.

Of 7 if stpf n

Phone Main 379
Furniture and Hardware.

in

Hag-enbart-

stock yards, in which Mr. Leonard
advised that federal inspectors have
been instructed to save as many animals aa possible from infected herds.
F. W. Briggs, an Australian wool
grower, addressed the convention today and said that the United States,
although priding itself on leadership
in almost all lines of endeavor, was
at the bottom of the list In its handling and marketing of wool, ond contrasted American and Australian
methods.

TOMORROW

California.
Head Lettuce

NEWS

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

1914.

posal to save for food purposes as
many animals; as possible from large
infected herds and pronounced the
government's pleas of insufficient
funds as inadequate reason for modifying the vigorous practices formerly
employed to handle .the disease.
The resolutions were adopted following a discussion and the reading
h
of a message tq President F. G.
of the Wool Growers' association from Arthur G. Leonard, genCHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE FOR
eral manager of the Chicago Union
THE GAME WITH Y. M. C. A.

SATURDAY'S-MARKE-

TONIGHT

tor these long evenings?
RED APPLES
SWEET CILER.
CHESNUTS the wormless kind
Then for breakfast
BR.OOKFIELD FARM SAUSAGE
Get them at

13,

ORHAL TEAMS

Bridie St :

First Show Starts at 7; is
The United States parcels post is
business
system
new
a
introducing
FRIDAV
which brings town and country more
"The Blotted Page"
CASUALTIES AMONG SOLDIERS closely together. Fifty pound packOF ALL RANKS ARE GIVEN
ages may now be shipped by this
(Two-ree- l
feature) Reliance
AT A HIGH FIGURE
means. Jfany producers are taking
f
ship-i"Mr. Cinderella" Thanhouser
advantage of these conditions by
direct to consumers or to retailers
London, Nov. 13. The British casualties of the war up to October 31 for distribution. On Thursday the
were approximately 57,000 men of all East Las Vegas postofflce received
ranks. This estimate was given by about 350 pounds of vegetables sent
Premier Asquith in Uie house of com- in for local consumption.
LOCAL
Question by
mons today in reply to
Edward T. John, member of the house
, AUTO STAGE
Irom East Denbighsire.
Say! Tray O' Hearts. Adv.
Automobile Btage line to Mora triFUNDS GROWING LOW
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatFrenchy'8 Transfer, Office 523 Sixth
Available
13.
leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
urday,
,Nov.
Washington,
street.
Phone Main 35. Adv.
jm., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
money for fighting foot and mouth
ease ia getting low and officials of Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
the department of agriculture ere m. Fare for round trip, ?5; one way,
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
confronted with a perplexing situation. $3. Round trip tickets good for one Rye
Lack of funds is hampering the de week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
Say! Tray O Hearts. Adv.

NEW

NOVEMBER

MUTUAL THEATER

MEN

STEARNS'

FRIDAY,

The Y. M. C. A. boys held their final
practice last evening in preparation
for the game with the Normal univerA full
sity tomorrow afternoon.
team reported for practce and the
squad was put through a snappy
signal drill im the gymna
sium.
The lineup will be much the same
as in the former game with the Nor- raalites except that Stewart has been
shifted from end to half to fill the vacancy left by Hoskins and Reynolds
has been shifted from guard to tackle.
Mackel, a new man, will play Stewart's
positioni at right end. Two new men
have heen secured to take the line positions vacated Jby Crhnm and Donaldson and the Y coach reports that the
lineup will be fully as strong as the
one which defeated the purple and
white four weeks ago.
The Y team has been drilling on a
new series of shifts and formations
and has made a promise to spring
some surprises in Saturday's game.
Normal Holds Rally
The Normalites held a big rally in
chapel yesterday afternoon. Tickets
for tomorrow's game were given out,
and the new school song to the tune
of Dixie was sung. The opinion of
the student body is that the game will
be a "hummer" from start to finish,
but that the purple and white will
come out on top. "Wonderful improve
ment has been shown by the team
since its defeat some weeks ago. Several new players have come out to
practice and the switch in the lineup
has strengthened the school's segregation considerably. The election of
Roberts to the captaincy in place of
the former leader, Robb, who was unable to continue practicing, was a
popular one. John Reed will succeed
Robb at full, and Hagelberg goes to
center.
The game is scheduled to take place
at Amusement park. The teams will
line up promptly at 3 o'clock. It is
probable that a preliminary game will
be played.
The teams will lino up as follows:
Normal
Y. M. C. A.
Moore
..L. E..F. McCullough
L. T
Mentorro
Spiess
Haldenan
Mosimann
C. Hite
L. G
C
Hagelberg
Young
Cordova
R; G...
Rogers
Condon

Poulson
RobertB
Meloney

Madrid
Reed

R. T
Reynolds
R. B
Mackel
Dowden
Q. B
L. H. B
Stewart
L. H. B
White
F. B. . . L. McCullough

Service based on the facilities

A

and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this pld, strong and conser-

vative Batik.
'

ESTABLISHED 1S76
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Win
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FILED 6Y DR. GORDON

:

...

-

UiSSLNS

J.

BDLA
The Only Modern Ambulance in

iAS VEGAS
Day or Night

Phone Main 258

.PRICES REASONABLE

TIRES AMD TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

MRS. CLEVENGER WILL HAVE A
HEARING BEFORE JUDGE
D. J. LEAHY

Dr. C. C. Gordon, the city physician,
has filed a complaint against Mrs. J.
R. Clevenger, charging her with being
insane, No action has been taken,
but in due time a hearing will be conducted before Judge D. j. Leahy in
chambers. If he finds that the woman
is insane she immediately will be
committed to the New Mexico Hospital for the Insane. If the judge finds
her to be of sound mind she will be
investigated by the grand jury on a
charge of murdering her two children.
It was learned at the Las Vegas
hospital this afternoon that Mrs. Clevenger is in about the same condition
as yesterday. Her recovery is said to
be likely.
IYAAIT

SHEEP PROTECTED
THEY ASK THE GOVERNMENT
APPROPRIATE
FUNDS TO
STAMP OUT DISEASE

-

PI

'

,

Non-Ski- n

CHARGE OF INSANITY

WOOL GROWERS

,

TO

Salt Lake City, Nov. 13. The National Wool
Growers' convention
adopted resolutions today calling for
a congressional appropriation to en-- ,
able the government to buy and destroy all herds pf live stock in which
the foot and mouth disease appears.
The resolution, adopted by unanimous
vote, set out that the live stock industry, representing a value of
ia at stake and that only
the most visoroi's measures will save
It. They also embody w rormal protest against the government's pro-- '

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SEGP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEBFECTKESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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